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Review of Previous Work on the 
Normal Frequencies of Ethylen e Ox ide 
In 1937, 1. G. Bonner1 evaluated the s ke letal fre quencie s 
of Ethylene Oxide. He used as a force function, 
He selected 807 em.-• , 869 cm:1 , and 1270 em:' a s the normal 
frequenci e s and evaluated t he force cons.tants • 
Koc = 4.43 X 
.s-10 dyne-em. 
K,, = 3. 73 X lOs- dyne-em. 
k,2. .33 X 
~ 
= 10 dy ne-em. 
k 13 = • 20 X lOS" dy ne-em • 
In 1938, K. w. F. Kohlrausch and A. w. Reitz 2 s k etched 
the a pproximate mode s of vibration for ~e ethyl ene oxide 
molec ule on th e basi s of data. from other molecules and the 
observ ed fre qu encies of ethylene oxide. 
1
"Journal of Chemical Physics," Vol. 5, Pa ge 704, (1937). 
2 "Proceeding s of th e Indian Academy of Science, " Vol. 8 A, 
Page 2 60, ( 1 938). 
X 
In 1938, J. w. Linnett1 suggested partial assignment 
for the ethylene oxide molecule and tabulated the overtones 
and suggested combinations for these ov.er tones. 
In 1945, G. Herzberg2 also suggested a po~sible 
assignment and canbinations for the overtones. 
1 ~~"J;ournal of Chemical Physics." Vol • .§., Page 692, (1938). 
2Herzberg, Infrared and Ramn Spectra, Page 341, (1945). 
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CHAPTER I: SMALL OSCILLATIONS 
The purpose of this dissertation is the evaluation of the 
normal frequencies and the normal modes of vibration of the 
ethylene oxide molecule. The importance of this evaluation 
lies mainly in its aid to understanding the arrangement of the 
atoms of the molecule and the forces acting between the atoms. 
The evaluation is accomplished by assuming a force function and 
evaluating the force constants on the basis of the observed 
vibration spectra. Before attacking the specific problem. it 
is necessary to review the general theoryl for the solution of 
this type of problem. First, however, we must assume a model 
for the molecule. 
1. Molecular Model. We assume that a molecule consists 
of one or more separated atoms of negligible size. Each atom 
possesses mass and has a certain position relative to the other 
atoms which is called its equilibrium position. When the atoms 
are all in their equilibrium positions, the potential energy of 
the molecule is at a minimum. When the equilibrium state of the 
molecule is disturbed, conservative2 restoring forces tend to 
return the atoms to their respective equilibrium positions. 
lThe frequencies of small oscillation obtained from classical 
theory are the same as those obtained from quantum theory, 
so it is customary to use classical theory. 
2(See Gerhard Herzberg, Infrared and Raman Spectra, Page 77.) 
This is equivalent to assuming that the potential energy is 
a function only of the position of the atoms. 
2 
2. Normal Vibrations of the Molecule. If one or more of 
the atoms in the molecule is displaced from its equilibrium posi-
tion, then the restoring forces cause the atoms (in general all 
of the atoms) to oscillate about their respective positions. In 
general, the frequencies of oscillation set up in the various 
atoms by these displacements are not the same. However, there 
are certainl displacements of the atoms which, if carried out 
simultaneously, will cause all the atoms to oscillate with the 
same frequency. This type of oscillation is called a normal 
vibration and the common frequency is called a normal frequency. 
All other oscillations of the atoms are linear combinations of 
these normal vibrations or their overtones. 
3. The Potential Energy of the Molecule. We assume that 
the displacements of the atoms from their respective equilibrium 
positions is small compared to the distances between the atoms. 
More specifically, we assume that the displacements are small 
enough so that if e_. , ej, and e,. are any three displacements, the 
product e.i ej e11 is negligible in all our calculations. 
Since we have assu.me·d that our restoring forces are conserv-
ative (see footnote on Page 1) we can write 
( 1) V = V( q
1 
, q t • • • ' 
.z. 
V = potential energy of the molecule. 
q = a generalized coordinate of an atom's position. 
N = the number of atoms in the molecule. 
lThere are 3N such displacements for a molecule containing N atoms 
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If we let q 0 i represent coordinates in equilibrium posi-
tion and e~ the deviations from equilibrium position then, 
Substituting (2) into (1) and e·xpanding into a Taylor's 
series about the equilibrium po s ition we get 
( 3) 
••• • 
All terms after the third are zero (see as sumption above). V
0 
, 
the potential energy in equilibrium po s ition, is arbitrary and 
is tak en as zero; and since all first derivat ives are zero in 
equilibrium (equilibrium is an extremum position) equation (3) 
becomes 
( 4) 
( 5) where v .. :: 41 
4. The Kinetic Energy of the Molecule. The kinetic energy 
T is a function of the time : der.ivatives of the q .• 
... 
( 6 ) T == T ( q
1 
, q
2 
, • • • q .JN ) • 
The form of the kinetic e.nergy is given by 
( 7) . e . e. 
... j 
If r ectangular coordinates are used the kinetic energy 
takes the f orm 
( 8) 
5. The Lagrange Equations. Let 
(9) L = T - V 
Substituting (4) and (7) into (9) we get 
( 10) 
From ( 10) 
(11) 
and, 
L = t !::(T . · e. e. - V .. e. e. ) • 
.i,j' ...t1 "' 1 ""1 ... I 
~ l - -t Z::: V . . e · 
.,e.;. 1 ,..1 i i = 1, 2, . . . ' 3N; 
( 12) ~L 1 ~ • ~e .. ::: ~ T T_.1 e 1 i =· 1, 2, ••• , 3N. 
For conservative systems, Lagrange's equation1 must be 
satisfied for all coordinates. That is, 
(13) 1t (~)- ~~ = 0 ' i = 1 , 2 , ••• , 3N. 
Using (11) and (12) in (13 ) we get, discarding the t, 
(14) ~ (T_..j ej + V-'i ej] = 0, i ::: 1, 2, · ••• , 3N. 
1 
4 
Equation (14) consists of 3N differential equations, the 
simultaneous solution of which describe the motion (small 
oscillations) of the atoms in the molecule. 
lsee Herbert Goldstein, · Cla.ssical Mechanics, Page 18. 
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6. The Secular Equation. To solve the differential equa-
tions given by (14) let1 
( 15) .i.uJ.t el = aj e 
This gives, since 
(16) 
where w = 2 -rr f (frequency). 
0, i ::: 1, 2, . . . ' 
When exfS,nded (16) becomes 
3N. 
a' ( V,, ;a. -w T,, ) +a2. ( V, 1 -w,. T,%- ) + ••• +a3 ,., ( V ,__ 3111 -w,. T,,,N )=0, 
a, ( V,_1 -w&.T ) +a.z.(V.z.z. -w"'T.z.z.) + ••• +a3N (V2. .Ill .L )=0, -w T~., 3,., ~· , 
( 16 ') • • • • • • • • • • • • 
. . . . . . . . . 
(16') is a set of 3N linear homogeneous equations in 3N variables 
a
1
, a 2 , ••• a~N· For such a set of e quations to have non-trivial 
solutions, it is necessary and sufficient that the determinant of 
the coefficients be zero. This determinant is c a lled the secular 
determinant and when equa ted to aero is called the secular equa-
tion. The secular equation is therefore 
~ . 
-w"-T · v,_,3w J, v, -w T,, V,-z. • • • -w T, ... I.Z. , Ill 
1 Vz.,. -w/1. T~~.:a. .I Yz, -w T.z, • • • v,. ,, -w T~,.3N ( 17) / • • • • • • . . . • • • == 
••• . . . . . . • • • 
-w .. TJ11,, 
;a. 
v.ut'.JN -w .. T,"'-3 " v v -w T,"- .... • • • 
.JI'I, I .IIi_ • , 
lit is necessa ry here to distinguish between 
and exponent i = J=I. It is also necessary 
between e.-4 and ei which are coordinates and 
the subscript 
to distinguish 
e ::! 2. 7128. 
o. 
i 
6 
The secular equation (17) is a 3Nth degree equa tion in 
w~. The solutions for w give us the frequencies (f) of the 
normal vibrations of our molecule since w f =-p;r. In order 
for all of the fre quencies to b e real, all of the solutions 
for w~ must be real and positive. 
7. The Roots of (17) Are Real, Positive, and Finite. 
Proof1 : 
Let w~ = R and let Rk be the kth root of (17). 
Substituting into the ith equation of (16) we get 
( 18) LV·,t a." = R ~T..: 1· a~". t .&I 1 k. j" I 
Now substitute the lth root of (17) into the ith equa-
tion of (16) and take the complex conjugate of this equation. 
Interchanging subcscripts i and j give 
by 
(19) It = R1 LT .. 
_,· ... ~ 
Multiply (18) by Jl" a;J and sum over i, then multi ply (19) 
a . . and sum over 
.4-1 j • Subtract these two equations to get 
( 20) (R" - R;) L T. · a1." a:J = 0 • .A)j .&J 
Taking k = 1 (20) becomes 
(R .. - R:) LT .. a ." 
"' .A.~i ,..~ 1 
(21) * a.;" = 0. 
( 22) Letting ai" = A1 tc + i Bi"', we can write 
1For details see Herbert Goldstein, Classical Mechanics,Chapter x. 
7 
In (23 ) interchanging the indices i and j leads to a 
change in sign of the i ma g inary term, but ha s no effect on any 
of th e other terms. Thus, the irr~ginary term must be zero, and 
is real. 
Compari ng t he summations on the ri ght side of (24) with 
(7), we s e e tha t t hey have the form of a kinetic energy and 
therefore must b e positive. Therefore, the left side of (24) 
is also positive. That is, ~ T;j aj~< a;,. is po s itive. We 
A-,d 
can now conclude from equation (21) that 
( 25) ,.. R" == R~. 
Thi s means that R" is real. 
Since R" iS real, and since V,:i and T~j are real, then 
from equa tion ( 18) all the ai" are also real1 • Multiply equa-
tion ( 18) by a A.~r ' sum over i' and then solve for R" • 
( 26) R == k • 
The denominator of (26) has the form of a kinetic energy and 
is therefore positive, while th e numerator has the form of a 
1The solutions of linear equations with real coefficients are 
real. 
potential energy and is therefore poSitive or zerol. Thus 
RIC ~ o. 
Also since the denominator of (26) is never zero, 
8 
Since the kth root is any root, the three doubly under-
lined statements on Pages 7 and 8 prove that all the roots of 
(17) a re real, positive and finite. 
8. The Normal Modes of Oscillation2 • The relative 
amplitudes and the directions of mot ion of each a tom is given 
by the a· 1 in equations ( 16') • One a. 1 is given an arbitrary 
value and the other 3N-l a. j are solved in tenns of it. 
Substitute the kth root of ( 17) into ( 16 ' ) • This give s 
us a set of 3N equations. 
+ C a.1NK 1, :JIY , = o. 
( 27) . . . • • • ••• 
C.IN I a 115 + 0 3,t.,_ a.J.,.. + • • • + C:II'(.JN a 3 N.IC = 0. , / -
2. 
where C-4-j = V,.,·j - w T,.:j • 
Let a115 be selected as the arbitrary value and solve for 
the other a's in terms of a~~e. Let this set of solutions be 
given by 
!The potential energy is a minimum at equilibrium and has a zero 
value there, therefore it is greater than zero when not in 
equilibrium. 
2we ass ume that the roots of (17) are distinct. This is the 
case for the ethylene oxide molecule. 
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( 28) 
For the kth normal frequency, the components of the dis-
placement amplitude of a tom number one are (a;" , I a.&IC , a 1u· ) t 
for atom number t wo they (a~" , I a~,. ) ' etc. are a,"" ' 
9. The Genuine Vibrations. Sino e equation ( 17) has 3N 
solutions, there are 3N normal vibrations. Three of these are 
translations of the Whole molecule, and three of these are rota-
tions of the whole molecule. These six motions, having zero 
frequencies, are called non-genuine vibrations and can be 
eliminated. The translations are eliminated by fixing the cen-
ter of mass of the molecule. In rectangular coordinates this 
condition is given by 
( 29) 2:"m.x . =I:"m . y. ==l:m.-z.- = 0. 
A.A. ~ .... -- i = 1, 2, 3, • • • N. 
The rotations can be eliminated by taking the angular momenta 
about the center of mass as zero. To establish this condition, 
-let L represent the angular momentum about the center of mass, 
l the radius vector from the center of mass to atom i, and 
..... ~ the velocity of atom i. Then 
(30) - N _. -L = LR- X m. v . 
..i=l A. ,L .. 
Equation (30) can be put in determinantal form. Using 
rectangular co ordinates, ( 30) becomes 
N ~ 1 1{ 1 
( 30 I) ~- X· Y;. z. = o. 4 • 
. . 
i = 1 X · y. Z,.: ,. 
_., 
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Setting each component to zero gives us (along with the 
three conditions in ( 29)) six relationships between the 3N 
displacement coordinates. Thus we have only 3N-6 independent 
coordinates which lead to 3N-6 normal vibrations. These 
3N-6 normal vibrations are called the genuine vibrations of 
the molecule. 
10. The Computational Problem. In view of the preceding 
paragraph, the determinant in e.quation (17) can be replaced by 
a 3N-6 order determinant. For a molecule such as ethylene 
oxide which contains seven e.toms, we are confronted with a 
determinant of order fifteen. The expansion of this determinant 
is an enormousl task. Fortunately, for molecules that possess 
symmetry, there are methods of breaking the large determinant 
into smaller ones which nay be solved independently. In order 
to do this, one must be acquainted with the theory of groups 
and representation. In Chapter II we review this theory. 
lLater we shall see that since the elements of the determinant 
are polynomials of as many as six terms, the expansion of our 
15 order determinant is made practically impos sible. 
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CHAPTER II. GROUPS AND REPRESENTATIONS1 • 
For molecules consisting of severa l atoms, the computa-
tional work involved in evaluating the normal frequencies is 
great. However, if the molecule possesses any symmetry, this 
symmetry can be exploited to eliminate an appreciable amount 
of this work. 
Corresponding to the symmetries of th e molecule are 
symmetry operations which transform th e molecule into an 
indistinguishable one. These symmetry operations form groups 
which have certain properties. It is the p~rpose of this 
chapter to r eview those properties of groups which are useful 
in solving for the normal fre quencies of vibration. Except 
in a few ca s es, proofs are omitted; but an effort is made to 
preserve continuity. 
1. Definition of ~ Group. A set of elements E, A, B, 
C, ••• for ms a group if th e elements satisfy the four 
postul a tes: 
1) There is a rule for comb i ning any t wo e laments 
of the set so th a t the r esult i s a unique third el ement 
which i s also in t he s et. 
2) The as s oci a tive law hold s f or the rule of 
combinat ion. 
lTwo good references: Birkhoff and MacLane, Modern Al gebra, 
Ch apter 6; Rosenthal and Murphy, nRev:i ew of Modern Physics", 
Volume~. Page 317 ff., (19 36). 
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3) The set contains an identity element E, so that 
if E is combined with any element A of th e set, the result 
is A. 
4) Every element A of the set has an inverse A-1 so 
that A combined with A-/ _gives · E. 
If the set of elements satisfies these four postulates 
and in addition the combining operation is commutative, then 
the set is called an Abelian group. 
2. Example of a Group. Let E, A, 13, C be four elements 
which satisfy the multiplication table in Table I. This set of 
elements forms an Abelian group1 knuwn as the four (or vierer) 
group. 
E A B c 
E E A B c 
A A E c B 
B B c E .& 
c c B A E 
Table I. Multiplication Table for the Four Group 
This group, which is completely defined by its multiplication 
table, is an abstract group. If a group of concrete elements 
1 They satisfy the four postulates of Paragraph 1 and multiplica-
tion is commutative. 
13 
has the same multiplication table as Table I, it is said to 
be isomorphic to the four group. We Shall now define such 
a group of concrete elements. 
Consider two perpendicular planes P1 and P2 intersect-
ing in a straight line S. Let an assembly of points be so 
arranged with re s pect to these planes that a reflection in 
either plane or a 180° rotation about S causes an interchange 
of the points such that the result is indistinguishable from 
the original assembly. That is, the assembly of points is 
symmetrically arranged with respect to the planes and the axis. 
Let R be the operation of reflection in plane ~ ; R' be the 
operation of reflection in plane Px; r be the operation of a 
180° rotation about S; and E be the operation which leaves 
all the points unchanged. A product of two of these operations 
means one operation followed by the other. For example, Rr 
means a rotation of 1800 about S followed by a reflection in 
plane P, • The result is equivalent to a reflection in plane 
P ; thus making Rr = R'. The results of all the products are 
1. 
tabulated in Table II. 
E R R' r 
E E R R' r 
R R E r R' 
R' R' r E R 
r r R' R E 
Table II. Multiplication Table for a Group of Four 
Symmetry Operations 
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Letting R=A, Rr=B, and r=C makes Table II identical with 
Table I. Therefore, our group of four symmetry operations is 
isomorphic to the abstra ct four group. 
3. Conjugate El ements. Let A and B be t wo elements of a 
group and let X be some other element of the group such that 
B = XAX-1 • 
A is said to be conjugate with B under conjugation by X. Con-
jugation is. a binary relationship which is reflexive, symmetric, 
and transitive1 • 
a) Reflexive: Every el ement A of a grou p i s conju-
gate with itself. Since EAE-1 = AEE-1 :. A, A is conjugate 
with A under conjugation by the identity element E. 
b) Symmetric: If A is conjugate with B, then B is 
conjugate with A. For, if B = XAX _, , then by multiplying 
on the left by x-' and on the ri ght by X, we get -I A :: X BX. 
c) Transitive: If A iS' conjugate with B and B is 
conjugate with C, then A is conjugate with C. For, if 
A = XBX -I and B :: ycy-• then 
' 
A = X(YCY- 1 ) X-1 = (XY) C (XY( • 2 
This means that A is conjugate with C under conjugation by XY. 
lFor the importance of such types of relationship in mathematics 
see Birkhoff and MacLane, Mod ern Algebra, Page 32. 
2The inverse of XY is y-• X-1 since XYY- 1 X = xx-• = E. 
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4. Classes of Elements. In a group, a l l the elements 
conjugate with one another form a class. The whole group 
splits into classes none of 'VIh i ch contain elements in common. 1 
.Abelian groups have as many classes as elements, since 
in an .Abelian group 
X.AX-1 = xx.-t .A = A 
for all elements .A and X in the group. Therefore, the group 
of symmetry operations in Paragraph 2 is ~mde up of four 
classes each containing one element. 
5. Representation of a Group. Let each ele~mnt A of a 
group G be associated with a unitary2 square matrix A3 in 
such a way that if AB = C then AB = c. The set of matrices 
thus forms a group isomorphic to G and is c·alled a re pre sen ta-
tion of G. The order of the matrices in the representation is 
the degree or dimension of the representation. 
From a set of unitary matrices, . . . ' represent-
ing a group, infinitely many new representations can be 
obtained. Let M be any unitary matrix of the same order as 
the matrices in the given set, and let MEM-1 :c: E, MPJ:Ji -I :: A I 
' 
1This follows from the transitive law of Paragraph 3. 
2A unitary matrix is one whose inverse is equal to its transpose. 
3To distinguish between the element A of the group G and the 
matrix A which represents it, we shall underline the matrix. 
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Mffi~ -l= B', etc. If 
AB = C, then 
A'B' = MAM-1 MB1f = MABM-1 == MCM-1 = c·r. 
Thus the new set of rra trices is isomorphic to the old set and 
is also a representation of group G. 
6. Irreducible Representations. Let the matrix A be a 
representation of the element A of a group G, and let M be 
any unitary matrix of the same dilmnsi on as A so that the 
product M.AM-1 is a matrix of the form 
(31) 1 M.AM-' == A' = 
A' 
0 
0 
0 
A' 
0 
0 
0 
A' . . 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
In (31) A\ , A'2 , A'3 • • • are square matrices but not neces-
sarily of the same order, and the underlined zeros represent 
zero matrices. Thus A' is a diagonal matrix the elements of 
Which are square matrices of various orders. If all the 
matrices in the representation of G are diagonalized by M 
and result in matrices similar to ( 31) , (corresponding matrix 
elements in the d.iagonalized matrices being of the same order) 
1A is said to have undergone a similarity transformation. 
17 
then the representation is said to be reducible. If no such 
matrix M exists then the representation is said to be 
irreducible. 
When a matrix r e pr es en tat ion has b e en r e d uce d , t he bl o ck 
matrices themselves form representations. That is, A' B' 
-· • _, t 
C' , ••• is a repres entation, A' , B' , C' , ••• is a repre-
-r -2 -2 -2 
sentation, etc. 
7. Example of s Representation. Consider the group of 
symmetry operations of Paragraph 2. Instead of thinking of 
the operations as carrying the points in to new positions, we 
can think of them as merely changing the coordinates of the 
points. If a point has the rectangular coordinates (x, y, z), 
then the symmetry ope rat ions wi 11 change its coordinates to 
(x', y', z'}. The coordinate changes are given by transforma-
tion equations associated with the symmetry operations. lf 
the P
1 
plane is taken as the xy-plane and the PL plane as 
the yz-plane so that S is the y-axis, then the transforma-
tion equations are: 
x' = lx + Oy + Oz 
E: y' ::; Ox + ly + O:z 
z I ::; Ox + Oy + lz 
x' = lx + Oy + Oz 
R: y' = Ox + ly + Oz 
Z I = Ox + Oy - lz 
The 
R' : 
r: 
coefficients 
E = 
R' = 
1 
0 
0 
-1 
0 
0 
x' 
y' 
Z I 
x' 
y' 
Z I 
can 
0 
1 
0 
0 
1 
0 
= 
= 
= 
= 
= 
= 
be 
0 
0 
1 
0 
0 
1 
-lx 
Ox 
Ox 
-lx 
Ox 
Ox 
put 
+ Oy + Oz 
+ ly + Oz 
+ Oy + lz 
+ Oy + Oz 
+ ly + Oz 
+ Oy - lz 
in rna trix 
R 
r 
• 
form: 
:::: 
1 
0 
0 
-1 
0 
0 
0 
1 
0 
0 
1 
0 
0 
0 
-1 
0 
0 
-1 
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These four matrices form a representat.ion of our group of sym-
metry operations. Since they are all of the form of (31) in 
Paragraph 6, we can ~o rm three represent at ions; each r epresen ta-
tion being a group of one-dimensional matrices. 
E R R' r 
( 32) 
,., 
( 1) ' ( 1) ' ( -1) ; ( -1) ; r: 
r<~> ( 1) ' ( 1) ' ( 1} ' ( 1) . 
' 
r('? ( 1) ' ( -1) ' ( 1) ' ( -1) • 
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Equation (32) consists of three irreducible representa-
tions. Since there are always just as many irreducible 
representations as there are classes in the group, there 
should be another irreducible representation (see Para-
graph 4). Using Table II, we can verify that this fourth 
representation is 
r 'At): (33) 
8. The Character. 
(1), (-1), (-1), (1). 
The trace of a matrix is the sum 
of the terms along the principal diagonal. The trace of 
a matrix is invariant under a similarity transformation. 
If A is the rna trix representation of the element A 
then the trace of A is called the character of A • 
Each irreducible representation yields a set of characters 
for the elements of the group, and the tabulation of all 
these sets is called the character table for the gro·up. 
The character table for the group of symmetries of Para-
gra!h 2 is given in Table III. In t .his Table, X is the 
symbo·l for character, and the superscript refers to the 
number of the representation. 
E R R' r 
XOJ +1 +1 -1 -1 
r1., 
+1 +1 +1 +1 
-yy> +1 -1 +1 -1 
x '~' +1 -1 -1 1 
Table III. Character Table for the Group of 
Symmetries of Paragraph 2. 
9. Rules about Irreducible Representations and Cha-
racters. 
(a) The number of irreducible representations is 
equal to the number of classes in the group. 
(b) The sum of the squares of th e dimensions of 
the irreducible representations of a group is equal to 
the number of elements in the group. 
(c) The characters of elements in the same class 
are t h e same. Therefo r e , charact er tables give t h e · 
cha racters of the classes only. 
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(d) If Rk is the kth element of a group, and if 
x'"'1(RI() is the character of RK in the ith representation, 
and if an asterisk indicates the complex conjugate, we have 
the following rule: 
(34) i :/ j. 
For example, in Table III when i = 1 and j = 2 , we 
get 
1·1 + 1·1 - 1·1 - 1·1 = 0 
and when i = 1 and j = 4 , we get 
1·1 + 1· (-1) - 1· (-1) - 1 .. 1 = o. 
We get the same result for other values of i and j • It 
will be noted, however, that when i = j we do not get zero 
but four. This follows from rule (e). 
(e) Using the same notation as in (d), 
(35) L:[x'4) (R.l]" = g, where g is the number of 
" elem3nts in the group. 
10. Symmetry Elements and Symmetry Operations. An assembly 
of points by virtue of the positions of the points may possess 
certain symmetries. For example, the points may be so situated 
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with respect to a plane P that the interchange of points due 
to reflection in P will result in an assembly of points 
indistinguishable from the original assembly. The points may 
possess properties other than position so that the interchange 
of only those points having the same propert'ies is permissible. 
The assembly of points may be a molecule, the individual points 
the atoms of the molecule, and the interchangeable points the 
same type of atom. 
The plane P is a symmetry element. It is a plane of 
symmetry and is designated by s A second symmetry element 
is an axis of symmetry about which the assembly of points 
rotate through an angle ~ • If 
is called a p-fold axis and is designated by 
then the axis 
c p • (The 
straight line S in Paragraph 2 is therefore a. C2. axis.) 
A third type of symmetry element is a center of symmetry 
through Wbich the points are inverted. This point of symmetry 
is designated by i • 
To each type of symmetry element, there corresponds a. 
symmetry operation (or point covering operation). The sym-
metry operation is the geometrical transformation (reflection, 
rotation, or inversion) that produces the assembly of points 
indistinguishable from the original assembly. In addition 
to the three symmetry operations mentioned, there is the 
identity s,ymmetry operation E which leaves every point 
unchan ged, and the improper rotation SP which consists of 
rotation about a p-fold axis followed by reflection in a 
plane perpendicular to the axis. (The improper rotation 
is sometimes defined as a rotation followed by an inver-
si on.) 
The symmetry operations can be represented by the 
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matrices of transformation as in Paragraph 7. The five ope-
rations defined above are summarized and their matrices of 
transformation are now given. 
(a) The identity operation E which leaves all 
poin ts unchanged. 
E = 
1 
0 
0 
0 
1 
0 
0 
0 
1 
(b) The proper rotation c"" p 
assembly counterclockwise through an 
the z-axis. 
cos A sin A 
c" = -sin A cos A 
-p 
0 0 
which rotates the 
angle ~..,.. n·p- about 
0 
0 A =V· 
1 
(c) The inversion i through the origin. 
i = 
-1 
0 
0 
0 
-1 
0 
0 
0 
-1 • 
(d) The reflection sh in the xy-plane. 
1 
0 
0 
0 
1 
0 
0 
0 
-1 • 
( d') The reflect ion s,. in a plane through the 
z-axis making an angle e with the x-axis. 
COS 2 e Sin 2 0 0 
sin 26 
0 
-cos 26 
0 
0 
1 • 
(e) The improper rotation s~ , which rotates the ~ 
assembly counterclockwise through an angle n·pff and 
then reflects them in the xy-plane. 
cos A sin A. 
S "l'\ ::. s · C t\ = -Sin A 
-1> -h -J:> cos A 
0 0 
0 
0 
-1 
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11. Point Groups. All the possible combinations of 
symmetry operations for an assembly of points that leaves at 
least one point un~hanged is called a point group. There 
are a number of such point groups, and every molecule belongs 
to one of these groups. The point groups are named according 
to the symmetry elements they contain. 1 For example, a 
molecule which has a p-fold axis of rotation, c·, , and p 
planes of symmetry, s~ , through this axis and has no other 
symmetries belongs to the point group C 2 J;JV • 
These :point groups satisfy all the definitions and pro-
perties of the abstract groups discussed in this chapter. 
Of special interest are the character tables associated with 
the various point groups. 3 
12. Application of the Character Table. 4 If a sym-
metry operation is carried out for a molecule, the potential 
and kinetic energies will be unchanged. Therefore -the 
secular equation (17) on Page 5 will be unchanged and its 
lFor a table of point groups and the symmetry elements which 
define them, along with examples of molecules which belong 
to each group, see Herzberg, Infrared and Raman Spectra, 
Pages 11 and 12. ----
2The group of symmetry operations in Paragraph 2 belongs to 
this point group (p = 2). 
3A complete set of these tables is given in Herzberg, Infra-
red and Raman Spectra, Pages 105-123. 
4only the non-degenerate case is discussed. 
solutions, the frequencies of vibration, will be unchanged. 
However, the displacements of the transformed molecule may 
not be the same. A non-degenerate vibration (i.e. a vibra-
tion whose frequency is. not a multiple root of (17)) will 
either be symmetric or antisymmetric with respect to the 
operation. The character table indicates symmetry and 
antisymmetry by +1 and -1 respectively. Thus, for 
example, we can see from Table III that the type of vibra-
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tion represented by '"'' r is symmetrical to both reflections 
and anti symmetrical to the rotation. 
Each of the 3N normal vibrations belongs to one and only 
one of the vibration types, and the vibrations of each type 
(or species) is solved independently of the others. Thus the 
displacement coordinates are determined separately for each 
species of vibration and the number of the independent 
coordinates will equal only the number of the normal vibra-
tions in the species under consideration. Since the dimen-
sion of the secular determinant is the same as the number of 
independent coordinates, the dimension of each determinant 
is less than 3N. In fact, the sum of the dimensions of the 
determinants for all species is 3N (or 3N-6 if the trans-
lations and rotations are removed). 
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CHAPTER III: THE ETHYLENE OXIDE MOLECULE 
1. Geometrical Structure. The ethylene oxide molecule 
cons ists of seven atoms: one oxygen atom, two carbon atoms, 
and four hydrogen atoms. The two carbon atoms and the 
oxygen atom form an isosceles triangle (nearly equilateral) 
called a ring. Two hydrogen atoms are attached to each 
carbon atom in such a way that each CH2 plane is per-
pendicular to the C~O plane. Table IV and Figure I giving 
internuclear distances and angles were constructed from data 
1 given by Cunningham et al. 
c 0 distance 1.4363A 
c c distance 1.4728A 
c H distance l. 0802A 
Angle 0 c c 59°9'.4 
Angle c 0 c 61°411.2 
Angle H C H 116°51' 
Angle 0 C H 114°38' 
Angle C C H 119°3'.7 
2 1.2332A a 
b .7364A 
6 .5247.A 
t • 2111A. 
u .9203A 
Table IV. Internuclear Distances and Angles for the 
C2 H"fO molecule. 
"Journal of Chemical Physics," Vol. 17, Page 211, (1949). 
2 a, b, s, t, u are Shown in Figure I. 
H( 5) 
I 
I 
I 
z 
I 
I 
I 
I 
y 
H(4) 
I 
I 
0(1) 
a • 
I 
I 
I 
i __ i __ _ ---~-~~----------~~------------_JV-L' C(2) 
b 
C(3) 
I 
, 
I 
I 
I 
C( 2) 
I 
( 3) 
(b) 
(a) 
H( 6} 
C(3} 
H ( 7) 
(c) 
I 
' 
I 
I 
H( 7) 
Figure 1: The Structure of the C~H,O Molecule. 
I 
I 
I 
' I 
I 
I 
: I 
I I 
'I 
I 
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I 
' I 
/U 
The numbers in parentheses refer to the number of the atom 
as used in the calculations. 
' 
' 
.' 
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2. The Displacements of the Atoms-. When the molecule 
-- ---
is in its equilibrium position, the posit ions1 of the atoms 
are designated as follows (refer to Figure I) : 
(3) ~ 2 (36) 0 c = r, = (b. -a, 0) r = Ja-a. + b2. I 
( 2) -0 c = r = (-b. -a, 0) ~ ::: r, .z. 
c ( 2) c ( 3) ~ ( 2b t 0, 0} 2b = rJ = r = J 
C(2)H(4) - (-s, -u) ; .js.,_ + = r...- = -t, r. = t2. + u,_. 
C(2)H{S) ..... = rs = (-s, -t, u) r!!l" = r., 
C(3)H(6') -P' ( s. -t, -u) ::: r, ::: r, = r.v 
c(3)H(7} -= r., = ( s. -t, u) r7 = r'l 
Now allow the atoms to be displaced from their equilib-
rium positions so that atom i is removed from its equilib-
rium position by a distance d. whos e rectangular components 
-" 
are (x., y., z;). Using primes to indicate nonequilibrium 
,A. ,1. -
. 
1 
( 37) 
Figure II. Displacement of the Atoms. 
- ... -= -d · +r. +d..; 1 .. 
... , 
r. = 
.... 
(-x.+r. +X., -y.+r. +y., -z.+r. +z.}. 1 "-IC A ~ _..~ "'" J ~ ~ 
!Rectangular coordinates are used throughout. 
2The s,ymbol with th e arrow means the vector; without the 
arrow, its magnitude. 
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Using Equation (37), the vectors for the new positions 
a re found to be: 
( 38) 1, == (-x +b +x3' -Y, -a +y3 -z, +z, ) I 
-+ (-x -b +z ) r.J. == +X 
z. ' 
-y, -a +yz. -z I I z. 
.... (- x +2b +Z3 ) rJ == +X3, -y~ +ya t -z.._ 
.z. 
.... ( -x - s +X -y~ -t +y ' -z -u +z.,. ) r., == 
., ' z. 'f 1L 
~ (-x -t +Z ) rs == -s +X.r' -y:l. +ys; - z +u 1L 1 s 
-+ (-x -t +z, ) r, == +S +x,' -y +y, -z -u 
.J ..1 ..l 
- ( -x -t +Z7) r = +S +Xl ' -y3 +yl - z., +U J 
The chang e in internuclear distance due to th e diS:f lace-
ment of a toms i and j is giv en by 
Ar. == r .' - r. 
..... .A. .A.' 
( 39) + ( -y. +r . +y. t 
·1 .. 1 • 
+r-:- +r' ) • 
... , ... 
The dis placement of the a toms not only changes the inter-
nuclear distances but also cau ses s mall chan ges in the angl e s 
between the valence bonds. Let A be one of these angles in 
equilibrium position and let A' be the ang le when the atoms 
are dis placed. Let 
(40) D == cos A' -cos A. 
From a tri gonometric identity, 
(41) D == -2 sin 
I 
sin A-~ 
z. 
Since all the displacements are small, the changes in the 
angles are small and we substitute into (41) 
AA == A'- A == 
2 2. 
A • 
A'-A sin....:..:........;..;~ 
2. , and 
This substitution gives (after solving for ~A and sub-
sti tuting ( 40)) 
(42) AA == cot A - esc A cos A'. 
If th e two vee tors that form angle A' are ..., ~ and 
1[. (Fi gure III) then, since ... a.-:t == a b cos (a b) 0 , ' 
A~ ·' .ft.- . 1 
Figure III. Angle A' 
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ft.' ... , 
( 43) AA = cot A - esc A :.i. fta· 
I ' )I... p; . 
~ 1 
We apply (43) to the angl es of the ethylene oxide mole-
cule to derive the chan ges in its thirteen angles. The 
angle A .. is the angle formed by vectors - and :ri r. ~J 
"" 
(see Figure I) • The symbol r .~. stands for .... I ... I - r.l r.~ r .. r . . • 
..Li " ~ .... J 
( 44) llA 1z. cot AIZ. - esc A,,_ I = r,2- • 
AA, 3 cot A,3 - esc A,., 
I 
== r,~ 
AA.u = cot A 1.3 + esc Au rl ~3 
.A A,~;. =· cot A,, + esc A,~> I r,, • 
AA 1, cot A,.., + esc A,7 
I 
= r,., • 
A A,_., = cot Azlf + esc AZ'I I r2."' • 
~A~.r == cot A2-S + esc A~ r rJ.S • 
4A3 f = cot A3., - esc A .J'I 
I 
r.,.., • 
ll AIF = cot A.sr - esc A3S I r..Js 
A A1 , = cot A3, + esc A.s~o I r.J, 
AA37 == cot A.n + esc A:J1 
I 
r31 
tiA,s - · cot A 'IS- esc A..,s r' 
'IS 
llAu == cot An - esc An r~7 
When the molecule is in equilibrium position, 
A,, =AH, 
A 1~ = A, 7 = A ~-t = A2s-, 
A .Jy == A .J& == A3 , == .A.J7 , and 
A115 == A,7 • 
3. The Potential Energy Function. Until fairly 
recently a simple valence force function was used to 
describe the forces actin.g between the at oms of a mole-
cule. This function assumes that when the atoms are dis-
' placed there is a restoring force along the line of every 
valence bond and a restoring force opposing the change in 
the angle between two valence bonds. Further, it is 
assumed that these forces are proportional to the squares 
of the changes involved. Thus as suming a simple valence 
force field the potential energy function would be 
( 45) J,. + t!:H. (AA.c:) • 
..l ... 
The results derived from the us.e of this type of force 
field proved to be better than the results derived from a 
purely central force field. However, more general force 
fields have been used to improve the results still further. 
The type of field assumed is somewhat dependent on the pro-
perties of the molecule involved. 
Since ethylene axide resembles cyclopropane in its 
geometrical structure as well as in other respects1 , one is 
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1 A. D. Walsh, "Transactions of the Faraday Society," Vol. 45, 
Page 184, (1949). 
justified in assuming a force field for ethylene oxide 
similar to one used successfully for cyclopropane. 
Saksenal obtained fairly good results for cyclopropane 
by using cross products between the stretching and bend-
ing forces. Using a similar cross product relationship 
we assume the following potent ia.l energy function for 
the ethylene oxide molecule. 
(46) 2 V == K1 (4rt+A;~,)i:'Kz.(A; r+K,L~r:+4r;-+llrc"+llr71 ) 
( "J.. z. ~ 1) (I. ... ~ ;a. +H1 ~A1,+AA,7+11A1,/!JA~.5 +Hz. AA3 '1 +I!AJ.S +llAJ, +AA.n 
+HJ (.4A~ +AA~1 ) +H.,dA;~ +Hs(AA,~ +4A:, 
+G, E.4r1 )(l!r, +"r7 )+(Ar,. )(nr1' +Ars-_D 
+G
1 
( 4 r1 ) ( 4 r~ +l!rs +Art. +Ar7 ) 
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+G
3 
IT.Ar,) (4A,1 ) +(Ar1 ) (AA..,.si} +G,. (Ar3 ) (4A.,.5 +AA,7 ). 
The K's represent stretching force constants, the H's 
represent bending force cons.tants, and the G's represent 
cross product force constants. More specifically, 
( 47) K, ::: K . K = K K, = K,H; H H o,,; o,' 2. It f. I 
Hz. = HccH . HJ H .. ,._ H;o = Hc:ot. . H~- = Hoc:c ; 
' ' 
G = G . GJ. = GC:C•CH . G.., = Goc.-HC:Ii ;: G., = G <.c-HeN • 
' 
OC.·C.H ' 
, 
l"Proceedings of the Indian Academy," Section A, Vol. 10, 
Pages 449 ff. (1939). 
The potential energy function (46) has twelve force 
constants to describe the internuclear forces in a molecule 
which has fifteen normal vibrations. This allows us three 
vibrations as a check on our results. Actually, the check 
is more rigorous than it appears since there are restric-
tions on the values that the force constants may have, and 
further, we shall accept the values for two of the force 
constants as derived from other c: omputa tions. 
4. Symmetry. The ethylene oxide molecule belongs t .o 
the C~" point group and has three symmetry elements 
(excluding the identity element). 
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(a) A two-fold axis of symmetry, C , lying in the 
2. 
C 0 plane and bisecting the C 0 C angle. 
2.. 
the c 0 ,_ 
(b) A plane of symmetry, s , which coincides with 
plane. 
(c) A. plan~ of symmetry, s' , mich intersects s 
in the C~ axis and is perpendicular to s • 
For our rectangular coordinate system, we use a right 
hand system wi .th the y-axi s rera llel to the Cz. axis of the 
molecule, and the x-axis parallel t.o the line joining the two 
carbon atoms. The x-axis is taken positive in the direction 
C( 2) to C( 3) • Using this coordinate system, we set up the 
matrices of transformationl for the s.ymmetry operations. 
lcompare (48) with matrices on Page 18. 
s 
s' = 
-1 
0 
0 
1 
0 
0 
-1 
0 
0 
0 
1 
0 
0 
1 
0 
0 
1 
0 
0 
0 
-1 
0 
0 
-1 
0 
0 
1 
From the matrix forms (48) we can see that 
( 49) s' = C s. 
:z. 
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Reflection in s' is not an independent operation1 but is a 
function of C:z. and s • Therefore there can be only :four 
types of vibrations. 
(a) Symmetrical to both 02 and s • ( A1 vibrations) 
(b) Symmetrical to 
(A 1 vibrations) 
c 
l. 
and antisymn1etrical to 
1Any one of the three operations may be designated as the 
dependent one. 
s • 
(c) Antisymmetrical to Cz and symmetrical to s • 
(B
1 
vibrations) 
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(d) Antisymmetrical to both Cl. and s • (B2 vibra-
tion) 
Using +l .to indicate symmetry and -1 to indica.:te 
antisymmetry (see Paragraph 12, Chapter 2) and using (49), we 
derive the character table1 given by Table V. 
E c s S I 
z. 
A, +l +1 +l +l 
A +l +l -1 -1 
2. 
Bl +l -1 +l -1 
B'2. +l -1 -1 +1 
Table V. Character Table for Point Group Cz.v 
to Which the Ethylene Oxide Mole-
cule Belongs · 
lcompare with Table III in Chapter II. 
Among the 3N normal vibrations of a molecule are 
six with zero frequencies. These six vibrations consist 
of three translations and three rotations of the molecule 
as a whole. In Pa ragraph 9 of Chapter I, we showed how 
these six vibrations could be eliminated from the calcti-
lations. The species of vibration to which each of these 
six vi bra ti ens belong may be determined by studying the 
effect of the swmmetry operations on them. 1 
For example, T~ (translation along the x-axis) 
is reversed by c
11 
and unchan ged by s • This means 
that X (Cz.) = -1, X (s) == +1, and by virtue of (49) 
X (s') = -1. Comparing these characters with Table V, 
we see that Tx belongs to species B, • 
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Similarly, R1 (rotation about the y-axis) is 
unchanged by Cz. and reversed by s • Thus X (Cz) == +l, 
X (s) = -1, and X (s') = -1. R3 belongs to species 
Table VI gives the character table and species for all 
six non-genuine vibrations. 
See Eyring, Walter, and Kimball; Quantum Chemistry, 
Pages 381-382. 
A 
z. • 
E c s s' Species 
2. 
T ' Rl: +l -1 +l -1 B 
" 
I 
T., +1 +1 +1 +1 A I 
R 
"'' 
T• +l -1 -1 +l B 2 
R) +1 +1 -1 -1 AJ.. 
Table VI. Non-Genuine Vib-rations for 02 ,. Point Group. 
5. The Number of Vibrations in Each Species. The 
ethylene oxide molecule has three equivalent sets of atoms 
(i.e. atoms that are transformed into one another by a 
symmetry operation). 
(a) The four hydrogen atoms. 
(b) The two carbon atoms. 
(c) The oxygen atom. 
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In an equivalent set only one of the atoms has any degree of 
freedom, for the displacements of the other atoms of the set 
are fixed by the displacement of the first atom and by the 
symmetry and antisymmetry relationships that the s pecies of 
vibration has with respect to the symmetry operations. Thus 
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each equivalent set contributes at most three vibrations (the 
three degrees of freedom of one atom of the set) to each 
vibration species. If the atoms of an equivalent set do not 
lie on any symmetry element, then they contribute exactly 
three vibrations to ooch species. However, if they lie on 
one or more symmetry elements, they may contribute less than 
three vibrations to s:ome or to all of the vibration species. 
The hydro g en a toms do not lie on any symmetry element so 
they contribute three vibrations to each of the four species. 
The carbon atoms lie in the s plane and can move only 
in this plane for species symmetric to s , thus contributing 
two vib rations to these speci es ( A 1 and B1 ) • For species 
antisymmetric to s , the carbon atoms can move only per-
pendicularly to the s plane and thus contribute one vi bra-
ti on to these species (A z.. and Bz.) • 
The oxygen atom lies on all symmetry elements. For 
species symm..etric to cl. (A, and A2..) 'it must move along c 2. ' 
and for species anti symmetric to c,_ ( B' and B~_) it must 
move perpendicularly to c 
z. • 
For species symmetric to s 
(A I and B, ) it moves in the s plane, and for species 
antisymmetric to s (A~ and B~} it moves perpendicularly to 
the s plane. Thus, for A1 it moves in the s plane along 
contributing one vibration; for A,. it moves along 
perpendicularly to the s plane (which is impos.sible) 
c 
2.. 
contributing no vibrations; for B1 it moves in the s 
plane perpendicularly to C contributing one vibration; 
2. 
and for B
4 
it moves perpendicularly to both C~ and 
the s plane contributing one vibration. We summarize in 
Table VII. 
Number of Non-Genuine Genuine 
Species Vibrations Vibrations Vi brat ions 
A, 3 + 2 + 1 1 5 
A 2 3 + 1 + 0 1 3 
B, 3 + 2 + 1 2 4 
Bz. 3 + 1 + 1 2 3 
Table VII. The Number of Vibrations of Each Species. 
In Table VII under the heading "Number of Vibrations", 
the first number is the contribution of the hydrogen at oms; 
the second number is the contribution of the carbon atoms; 
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and the third number i s the contribution of the oxygen atom. 
The number of non-genuine vibrations is taken from Table VI. 
The total numb e r of genuine vibrations is fift een or 3N-6 
since N == 7. 
6. The Non-Genuine Vibrations. We can eliminate the 
non-genuine vibrations from our calcula tions by fixin g the 
center of mass of the molecule and by setting the angular 
momentum about the center of mass equal to zero. 
To fi x the center of mass we take 
(50) 0, and rm.z. 
-" .4 I> 
= 0; 
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where m. i s th e mas s of atom i • Table VI can be of" so me 
A 
assistance here, for the equations in (50) will be identi-
cally zero (and yield no rel ationship between the variables) 
unless translation along one of the coordinate axes is a 
member of the species of vibration under consideration. 
For species A.,_ (see Table VI) all thr ee of the equations 
(50) are identically zero. But since T1 is a oomber of 
species ~ , 
will not be identically zero and will give a relationship 
between the dis placement coordinates. This, relationship 
eliminates one of the displaceoont coordinates and thus 
decreas es the order of the secular determinant by one. 
The establishment of the condition for zero an gular 
momentum is a little more difficult. First we locate the 
center of ma Es on the C2 line (4a - t) ~ 11 Angstroms 
above the line joining the two carbons atoms. Then we 
find t h e vectors from this point to each of th e seven 
dis pl aced a toms. The vector to atom i is designated as 
... 
R ~ , t ' ::::; ( 7 a + t) .:- 11, a' = ( -4a + t) ~ 11, 
A. 
c' = (-4a - lOt) 7 11, and b' = b + s. 
R' = ( x, ' Y, + t I z, ) • 
' 
' 
R~ = (x& - b, Ya. + a' z-a. ) • • 
R' = (x, + b, Y, + a' z., ) • 
' 
• 
(52) .... (x-v b I C I u) • R' = - Y., + z¥ -., 
' • 
... (x,. u) • R' = - b I y~ + C I Z.s- + 'S' 
' • 
... (x, u) • R' = + b'. Y. + C I z~ -
' 
• 
~ (x7 u) . R' = + b' Y., + C I z"' + ., • ' 
The angular momentum about the center of mass is 
r.m · R ~ X R '· • Putting this in determinan tal form and 
.... .4 .... 
equating to zero, we get 
~ ~ ... 
l. J k 
(53) l:m. R~.i R'. R' . = o. 
.... 
, .. z,.. 
. :R~ ... R'x...: R~ . .-
Each of the three components of (53) may be set equal 
to zero, but Table VI tells us which of these will yield 
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relationships between the coordinates. For example, only the 
z-component will not be identically zero for the B1 species. 
7. The Secular Equation. For each of our four species 
of vibration we must set up the secular equation (see equa-
tion (17}, Chapter I). For this purpose we must evaluate all 
the VA.i = t~:~~~· l and find the kinetic energy equation to 
get the T;.j • Using the potential energy function ( 46} , we 
evaluate V;.i • To simplify, we let ( ~~,. )o = (k) (i} and 
L~llA'""') = (mn) (i). 
\. ~ e-i o 
~j = ~l:~~il=K,((l)(j) (1)(i)+(2)(j) (2)(iil +K1 (3j) (3i) 
+K,[(4)(jl (4)(i)+(5)(jl (5)(iJ+(6)(jl (6l(il+l7l(jl (7J(iU 
+H
1 
({16)(j) (16)(i)+(lr7)(j) (17}(i)+(24)(j) (24)(1) 
+ ( 25) ( j > ( 25 > ( 1 D 
+H
1 
~34) ( j) (34) (i} +(35) ( j) (35) (i) +(36) ( j) (36) (i} 
(54} +(37) ( j) (37) (ij] 
+H 4 (l4o)(j) (45)(i)+(67)(j) (67)(iTI+H.,(12l(Jl (12l(il 
+ H 6" n 13) ( j) ( 13 > ( i > + ( 23) ( j > ( 23 > ( i >J 
+tG, {(1)(j) n6)(i)+(7)(iu +(1)(i)[(6)(j)+(7)(ju 
+(2)(j) (l4)(i)+(5)(iil +(2l(i) [l4)(j)+(5)(ju1 
+!G :l F 3} ( j ) [ ( 4 ) ( i ) + ( 5} ( i ) + ( 6) ( i ) + ( 7 ) ( i ~ + 
( 3) ( i ) [ ( 4 }( j ) + ( 5) ( j) + ( 6) ( j ) + ( 7) ( j fJ} 
+!G3 ~ l) ( j ) ( 6 7 ) ( i ) + ( 1) ( i ) ( 6 7 ) ( j ) + ( 2 ) ( j ) ( 4 5 ) ( i ) 
+ ( 2) ( i) ( 45) ( j u 
+tG, f ( 3) ( j) [( 45) ( i} + ( 6 7) ( i l] + ( 3) ( i) [( 45) ( j ) + ( 6 7) ( j l) J . 
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In rectangular coordinates t .he kinetic energy is given 
by 
( ) ..l.. (•'J, "2. ·&) 8 T = 2 l:m...: x"- +y A.. +z..L • 
Thus T seems to contribute only to the diagonal term._s of 
(17). However, after substituting th.e results of (50) and 
(53) into ( 8) , in general we have cross products also. 
Using (8) and (54), we set up the secular equation (17). 
8. The Constants and Units. The stretching force con-
stants ( K~) are given in dyne-em. The bending f .orce constants 
(H.i ) are given in dyne-em: X lo-"· • This unit is necessary 
to give the terms of (46) and (54) containing the H's the 
same dimension as those containing the K's • In (46} the 
unit of a K term is dyne-em-angstrom). = dyne-cm.3 X 10_,, 
which is the unit of the H term. We can convert an H-
... 
to 
dyne-em. units by dividing it by 14 • li , where 1..: and lj 
are the lengths (in angstroms) of the sides of the angle 
involved. 
For similar reasons the units of G and Gz. are dyne-em. 
and of GJ and G'/ 
l. X 10-i'. To G are dyne-om. convert and 
6 
G., to dyne-em., divide by /1 · · 1 · ~ ~ • 
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The constants used are: 
c = 2.9976 X 1010 em. per sec. (velocity of light) 
m = , 1.66 X 10-.Z.."f gms. (mess of hydrogen atom) 
me = 12 mH (mass of carbon atom) 
m = 16 m, (mass of oxygen atom) 
0 
The notations used are: 
f frequency in -I = em. 
w = 2 TrC f sec_, 
t m w:&. X lOs- gm -2-= sec H 
r .'. = r.'·r'. ":' r' r'. 
.43 ,. 3 ..&. J 
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CHAPTER IV. THE BL VIBRATIONS 
1. The Order of the Solution. Our stated problem is the 
evaluation of the normal fre(Jl.encies of the ethylene oxide 
molecule. However, there are two other problems which must be 
solved in order to find these frequencies. We must as s ign 
observed frequencies to the various species and we must evaluate 
the force constants. The evaluation of the force constants is 
the real guide to the procedure of the solution. Even though 
the vibration frequencies of the four species. of vibrations are 
solved for independently, the need to evaluate the force con-
stants dictates the order in v.hich we solve for the frequencies. 
Our main clue is the number of force constants that appear 
in the potential energy function of each species. Evaluating 
these functions we find that the A, function contains all 
twelve force constants, the B
1 
eight constants, and A2. and 
BL only three each (the same three). Therefore we should select 
either A~ or B:::z. as the first species to solve. We select B2 
since one of the A-z. vibrations has not been observed. 
2. The Assignment. The frequencies of ethylene oxide have 
been recorded by a number of observers.l The agreen:ent between 
1B. Timmand R. Mecke, "Z. Physik," Vol. 97, Page 221, (1935). 
R. Ananthakrishnan, "Proceedings of the Indian Academy of · 
Science," Vol. 4A, Page 82, (1936). L. G. Bonner, "Journal of 
Chemical PhysicS," Vol. 5, Page 704, (1937). Kohlrausch and 
Reitz, "Proceedings of the Indian Academy of Science," Vol. SA, 
Page 255, (1938). J. w. Linnett, "Journal of Chemical Physics," 
Vol.£, Page 692, (1938). 
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the observers is good in most cases. and we use the average 
values in these cases. However. in two cases, at 509 cm.-1 
and 704 em;', Kohlrausch and Reitz observed weak lines Which 
were not obse·rved by the others. In these two cases we 
accept the values given by Kohlrausch and Reitz. Linnett 
makes a partial assignment of the frequencies which, 
although incorrect in some instances, can serve as a start-
ing point. The assignment can be made with certainty only 
after the frequencies have been computed. For the B~ 
vibrations Linnett S'uggests the values of 
673 em~ , 1172 em:' , and 3062 em;' • 
Averaging these values with those of other observers we make 
a tentative assignment for B~ 
685 
_, 
em. , 1164 
_, 
em. , and 3062 em:' 
3. The Displacement Coordinates. Since the Bz species 
is anti symmetrical to the C axis1 , the dis placement 
1 
coordinates of the a toms are rest ric ted as follows. 
Y, :: o. 
(55) x1. XJ' Y,_ -y3' z z :::; z, • 
4 .., :: X Y,_ :: -y7 ' z¥ z . 7 ' .. 
XS' :: x,' y$ = -y z.D = z ' . 
' 
' 
1see Table V in Chapter III . 
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Since B
1 
is also antisyrnmetrical to the s planel, we get 
additional rest ric ti ons. 
X = Ya = o. I 
(56) xz ::: x3 ::: y1 y3 ::: o. 
x, ::: -xs, yli ::: -y.s' z-v ::: Z,s • 
x, ::: 
-:x., ' Y, ::: -y7 z, == z7. 
' 
Equations (55) and (56) together yield five independent 
displacement variables. These are: 
z 
' • 
z == z l' 7. 
(57) X == -x.s :::: -x~. :::: x7' ., 
Y., ::: -y6 :::: y'" ::: -y7 , 
z., = ZS" == z" ::: zt • 
Coordinat es not listed in (57) are zero. 
Table VI in Chapter III showsthattranslationalongthe 
z-axis and rotation about the x-axis are non-genuine vibrations 
belonging to species B~ • To eliminate the translational 
lsee Table V in Chapter III. 
frequency, we set 
I:m. z . == 0 • 4 .4. 
1 
Using equations (57) we get 
(58) 
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Substituting into (58) the values of 
Paragraph 8 of Chapter III, we have 
m and 
0 
given in 
(59) z == -4z -6z 
'I I 2 ° 
To eliminate the rotational frequency we set the 
z-component of the angular momentum equal to zero 2• This 
leads to 
(60) 4z, ( t 1 -c 1 ) +6z:a. (a 1 -c 1 ) +u fl, o. 
Integrating (60), replacing the letters by their numerical 
values, and solving for y• gives 
(61) y., == -6.2775z, - 1.3763z
1 
.3 
1see Equation (50) in Paragraph 6 of Chapter III. 
2see Paragraph 6 and Equation (53) in Chapter III. 
3seven decimal places were used in all the calculations, but we 
shall use only four throughout this paper. 
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Equations (57), (59) and ( 61) leave us with the three 
independent dis placeiD3nt c:oordinates neces s ary to find the 
three normal frequenci es of the B1 species. 
4. The Potential Energy. The increments in the inter-
nucl ear distances and a ngles are eva luated by substituting 
the rel a tionship of (57) into equations (39) and (44) of 
Chapter III. (It is convenient to retain five coordinates 
until afte r differentiating.) These s ubsti tuti ons gi ve 1 : 
( 62) 
. Ar-v == 4Ji. ==/( s-x,. t +( t-y., )"" 
4r4 =-or, =)(s+x..,t +(t+y.,. t 
s" +t .... +u .. 
4A,"==.o~,.=cot A,,+csc A b41 - 6 "1( +a-t -~';1Y ~(!,-z,.)(-u.+Z.-1..) 
'' v& .. +a. .. + (2.,-l.J" -ll4-Jt..,.)".,. (t-J.,)f..£-"tt~·'vJ.. 1 
AA,
1
=AAJ.;=cot ~1 +csc A hAtb%,.t.,.z-f4-,:y+ (z,.-z,J(.u...+~'f-i.} • 17 V ,~_,.._ .. +(~,.-'1.,) .. vf.,_.,l'.,.J'l+(1+:Jv~( ..... n.,-e.t 1 
4.- .%¥ 
!J.A3.r AA1"=cot A4 -; +esc A"" ---;;::::=:::::===:::;:::===~ ../t~-~~J"' + (r-1.,)+(-.+i:,.-'t.,J... , 
AAJS= 4!,1 = c 0 t A.IS+C s c A .IS ---;====*=f=b===========::-
J(,tJ.I,:.,) .. +{t+;J<~)'+t.....,.,.~'l-1:,.)" I 
... 
fjA .. =IJA. =cot Au+CSC 
..;s .. 1 -rs-
A %; - 4.,_ 1 ,; -~J.T.M.a.- (J,.-it~) . 
ts ../(-4-1ty) .. f{t·'1·d+C~n.:I.!/..Ji.4.t,.,.)~U~;,·d-l('•t._,- t: .. ),. 1 
b~- 4 .. - (!, - l .. t 
4 A = cot A + esc A 
,..,_ ,..,_ n. J 
From the five variables i nvolved in (62) we select z , 
I 
z~, and x,., as t he inde pendent variables. Then we different i ate 
lFor the values of a, b, s, t, and u see Table r. 
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(with respect to z , z and %.,) all the 4r's and ~A's of 
t 2. 
( 62) , using (59) and ( 61) to eliminate y H and z,.. Let z, , 
z and x be varia.bles number 1, 2 and 3 respectively, mid l. ., 
use the notation of Paragraph 8, Chapter III, namely, 
( ~"';)~N )
0
:: (k) (i) and c~~::")o ::: (mn) (i), tO denote the par-
tial derivatives. 
( 1) ( i) == ( 2) ( i) == ( 3) ( i) == 0 i == 1, 2, and 3. 
( 4) ( 1) ==- ( 5 ) ( 1) = ( 6) ( 1) =- ( 7) ( 1) = 4. 6 34 7. 
( 4) ( 2) =- ( 5) ( 2) = ( 6) ( 2) ==- ( 7) ( 2) == 6. 23 2 8. 
(63) (4) (3)=-(5) (3)=(6) (3)=-(7) (3)= -.4857. 
(16) (1)=-(17) (1)=(24) (1)=-(25) (1)= 4.1742. 
( 16) ( 2) =- ( 17) ( 2) = ( 24) ( 2) =- ( 25) ( 2)::: -2. 0 950. 
(16) (3)=-(17) (3)=(24) (3)=-(25) (3)= -.3159. 
(34) (1)=-(35) (1)=(36) (1)=-(37) (1)= -2.3843. 
(34) ( 2)=-(35) ( 2)=(36) ( 2)=-(37) (2)= -3.2065. 
(34) (3)=-(35) (3)==(36) (3)=-(37) (3)= -.8092. 
(45) (i)=(67) (i)=(l2) (i)=(l3) (i)=(23) (i)= 0; 
i = 1, 2, and 3. 
Substituting (63) into equation (54) we get, reverting to 
customary notation, 
(64) 
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In (64) q..i and qj refer to the independent variables 
z,, zL, and x1 • K 3 is the C H stretching constant which, 
for most molecules has a value in the neighborhood of 
5.85 X 104 dyne-em. when adjacent to a triple bondl as is 
the case for ethylene oxide. Saksena2 in computing the 
normal frequencies of cyclopropane used 5.91 X lOr dyne-em., 
a value that we can use for ethylene oxide. 
5. The Kinetic Energy. Using mo= 16 mH, me= 12 mN 
and the equations (57), (59) and (61) in equation (8), we get 
for the kinetic energy 
T, = 237.6289 mH 
' 
T,z. ::: Tz., = 130.5587 mH 
' 
T '' 
::: T3, ::: 0 (65) 
Tz.:L = 175.5767 mH 
T,~.3 ::: T;u .. = 0 
T33 = 4 mH • 
6. The Secular Equation. The elements of the secular 
determinant in equa tion (17) are 
1Herzberg, Infrared and Raman Spectra, Page 192. 
2see Footnote on Page 34. 
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Using ( 63), ( 64) and ( 65) we would get for b11 the value 
( 66} S" ~ ~ - s. b
11 
=4(5.91 X 10 ) (4.6347) +4H
1 
(4.1742) +4H~(-2.3843) 
-w~(237.6289)mH. 
To simplify the calculations we divide the secular equation 
(17) by 4 X 10~ so that the elements are 
( ) 1 .J..( -s) 6 7 b-4 i = 4 b..: i X 10 • 
We also use the notation a -Jr t = w mH X 10 , and H 1 = H. X 10-s A. ,. 
to get the elements of the secular determinant. 
bl 
II 
b' 
1:1 
( 68) b r 
13 
b ~~ 
b;1 
b;~ 
=105.4688+17.4238 H: +5.6850 H~ -59.4072 t. 
=bi, =141.8355-8.7450 H,1 +7.6452 H~ -32.6397 t. 
=b;, ;;-11.0538-1.3188 H: +1.9294 H~. 
=190.7417+4.3891 H; +10.2814 H~ -43.8942 t. 
=b;~ ;;-14.8652 +.6619 H: +2.5947 H~. 
=1.1585+.0998 H1 +.6548 H' - t. 
I "). 
Expanding the secular determinant and simplifying gives 
a third degree equation in t • 
( 69) l ,. t - t (5.5040 + 1.1349 H1 + .8890 H1 ) 
I "J. 
+ t(6.1448 ~~ + 4.8743 H; + .8420 H;H!) -4.5580 H;H!=O. 
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7. The Evaluation of the NQrnml Frequencies. Using the 
assignment decided on in Paragraph 2, we derive 
(70) t =.2763, 
I 
t =.8090, 
1 
and t~ = 5 • 5 21 7 • 
We wi sh t he q uan t it i e s ( 7 0 ) to b e t he s o 1 uti on s o f ( 6 9 ) • To 
accomplish this we set up the three equations1 
5.5040+1.1349H'+.8890H~ = t '+t +.t,. 
I - f Z. • 
( 71) 6.1448H:+4.8743H~+.8420H;H! = t t -t-t t,. +t t~ I Z. I v J, .., 
4.5580H
1
'H
2
' = t t t • 
' 1 ~ 
H' = .6376 and H' = .4247 give solutions for the fre-
' ~ 
quencies that are in almost exact agreement with observed 
values. 
Computed Frequencies Observed Frequencies2 
685 em.-• 685 
_, 
em. 
1172 em;' 1164 em:' 
3061 
_, 
em. 3062 -I em. 
1The relationship between the roots and coefficients of a poly-
nomial equation are given in any book on theory of equations. 
2These values are the average of a number of observers. 
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Using the relationship -s-H' = H X 10 and t he units of 
H given in Paragra:ph 8 of Chapter III, we get 
H = .6376 10-1/ ~ H = X dyne-em. I OC.If 
10-11 ~ H = H c. c."= .4247 X dyne-em. "L-
or 
. (0 c) ( c H) 0 H, "';' = .4110 X 10 dyne-em • 
HJ. :.. (C C)(C H) .2670 X s . = 10 dyne-em. 
8. The Modes of Oscillation1 • Substituting the values 
of H' 
' 
and H' derived in Paragraph 7 into the secular 
.z. 
equation and using the elements of the determinant as 
coefficients, we set up three linear equations in z,, z
2
, 
and x.,. 
(118.9926-59.4072t)z+(l39.5066-32.6397t)z -11.0752 x :0. 
I J. ¥ 
( 72) ·(139.5066-32.6397t)z +(197.9067-43.8942t)z -13.3412 x =0. . ~ , 
-11.0752 z -13.3412 z +(1.5002-t)x ;0. 
' J. ., 
By substituting into (72) t equal to .2763, .8090, and. 
5.5217 respectively, we get systems of homogeneous linear 
equations. By solving these systems of equations we get the 
1 See Paragraph 8 of Chapter I. 
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modes of vibration associated with the normal frequencies. 
For f, = 685 
_, 
em. (t, = .2763) we get 
z = -.2z 
z ' 
and x., = 6. 4 z, • 
Using (56), (58) and (60) we get the relative amplitudes of 
displa.ceroont for all twenty-one coordinates. 
z
1 
= z 3 = -.2z, • x., = -xs = -x, = x.., = 6.4z, 
= -6z • 
I • 
The oxygen and carbon atoms move perpendicularly to the plane 
of the ring, with the displacement of the carbon atoms being 
rela. ti vely small. The hydrogen a. toms (since z., is less 
than half of x" and Y., ) vibrate almost parallel to the 
C~O plane. Figure IV (a.) shows the approximate motionl of 
the carbon and hydrogen atoms. The + signs indicate motion 
toward the observer almost perpendicular to t h e plane of the 
paper. The signs indicate motion a. way from the observer. 
1In all figures showing modes of vibrations, the en~ planes 
will be made to coincide 11vith the x z-plane and only the 
motion in the x z-pla.ne will be shown. When the motion 
takes place mainly outside the x z-plane, + and will 
be used to indicate whether the motion goes into or comes 
out of plane of paper. Th e vibration of the ring will be 
sh own only when the ampl itude of the oxygen atom is 
prominent. 
For f ::= 1172 
~ -· 
em. 
z =Z =-l.lz · 
z. a , ' 
(tJ. ::= • 80 90) 
X =-X =-X =X =-4 4z 
'f S ' 7 ° I 
y =-y =y =-y =-4.8z · 
., ~ " 7 ' t Z =Z =Z =Z =2.6z ., s ' 7 , 
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The carbon and oxygen atoms have larger relative amplitudes 
than for f , while the motion of the hydrogen atoms is no 
longer n early parallel to the Cz. 0 plane. ( See Figure 
IV (b)). 
For f
3 
= 3061 em;' (ta = 5.5217) 
z ,; 0 . 
I t X =-X =-X =X =3 3z · ., 5 '1. :a.t 
y =-y =y =-y =-1.2z · 
., ~" 7 ~' Z =Z =Z =Z =-5.9z • "ft>" c. 1 a. 
The oxygen atom has almost no motion ( 2% of the amplitude of 
the carbon atoms) and the hydrogen atoms vibrate approximately 
a long the C H lines. (See Figure IV (c)). 
~X 
z 
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-H( 4) -H(5) 
c 
(a) 685 em:' 
+H( 5) +H( 7) 
H(4) 
H ( 6) 
C(3) 
(b) 1172 cm: 1 
C(3) 
H ( 5) ( c ) 3 0 61 c m .-1 
Figure IV: The B.z. Ivlo des of Vi brat ion 
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CHAPTER V. THE Ale VIBRATIONS. 
1. The Displacement Coordinates. Since t he A2 vibra-
tions are symmetric with re s pect to rot a tion abo u t the C~ 
axis1 , t he displacement coordina tes a re rest r icted as follows. 
x, = z, = o. 
( '73) x.a. = -x..3; y 1 = y3 . z .... = - z3. 
' 
X = -x7; Y., = y7 . z., = -z7 • , 
' 
xs = -x . Ys = Y, . z = -z, • 
' ' ' 
s-
The fact tha t the A2. vibra tions are antisymmetrical with 
1 
respect to reflection in the s pl ane gives us a dditional 
restrictions. 
X = Y, o. I 
('74) X = X ~ = Y,~. = Y a = o. 2 
x., -x.s-, y~ -~' z., = z.,.. 
x, -x7, Y, -y7' z, Zy • 
Combining (73) and ('74) leaves us with four independent 
coordinates. 
lsee Table V in Chapter III. 
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z 
-z3 • :a. 
(75) X"# -xs = x, =- -x., • 
Y.,. -ys = -y, = y7. 
z = z.S = -z, = -z7. ., 
According to Table VI, rota tion of the molecule as a 
whole about the y-axi s is a member of the A~ species. We 
elimina te this vib ra tion fr om our calculations by follo wing 
the procedure ·outlined in Pa ragraph 6 of Chapter III. The 
r elationship derive d i s 
( 76) = 4.8010 z 
2. 
+ 1. 3703 z.,. 
From (75) and (76) we select the three independent 
coordinates zz, zi', andy.,.. 
2. The Potential Energy. In evaluating the increments 
of the r's and the A's we r e tain x as one of the 
coordinates . By substituting (75) into equa tions (39) a nd 
(44) we get the following. 
( 77) - 2b • 
,Ar'f = Ar5 = /( s-x<¥)"" +( t-y 1 ):a. +( u+z,~. -z., )a.. - Js:JI. +t 1 +u~. 
,dr-6' =A I(= /(s+x<¥ t +(t+y.,)~ +(u+z.,-z~ t - /s"- +t,_+u:a.. 
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A ll AA t A A h~thz., +aLta:y-~:-tz:~-P--+&:~-l., 
pn.1 " = 2 s-=co ,, +e s c ,, ~ 
...; 0..-a. + b"' + -z-: ../( -4-t,C..,/f.(t+~.,)~ ( M. +4 -~~t 
/lA =AA =cot A +esc A
11 
b1}-b'X.,~at-a~.,-~~--z.,..£C.,-t~,.l., 
,, ,.., 17 y' a.• +b ... .,. -z: J(4-xfl)i-t.t-.1.,)~(AA. tl-,.-1-.J ... 
( 77) 
A +esc b~-bz11-z;~~.~-tZ,.i1 AA3 ., = M.n =cot ..J¥ A 3 '1 • 
"b -a..,. z: .../(.6-'%.,)~(:t-1.,J+(.u.ti,-~r· 
h-4J + /l;r .. -Z: r &,~.,..... + r,. 'lv 
AA,J- =cot A,~ +esc A,J-
Differentia te (77) with respect to z~., z.,, and y'*, 
using (76) to elj minate x¥. Let zl- be v ariabl e 1, z~ 
variable 2, and y¥ v a riable 3, and use t he notation used 
i n equa tion (63). 
( 78) 
(1) (i)=(2) (i) = (3) (i)=O; i = 1 , 2 , and 3 • 
(4) (1)=-(5) (1)=-(6) (1)=+(7) (1)=-1.4801 
(4) (2)=-(5) (2)=-(6) (2)=+(7) (2)=-1.5176 
(4) ( 3 )=-(5) ( 3 )=-(6) ( 3 )= +(7) ( 3 )=- .1954 
(16) (1)=-(17) (1)=-(24) (1)=(25) (1)=2.5311 
• 
( 78) 
(16) (2)=-(17) (2)=-(24) (2)=( 25) (2)= .0713 
(16) (3)=-(17) (3)=-(24) (3)=(25) (3)= .7915 
( 34 ) ( l ) ::: - ( 3 5 ) ( l ) = - ( 3 6 ) ( l ) = ( 3 7 ) ( l ) = - 5 • 6 4 6 9 
(34) (2)=-(35) (2)=-(36) (2)=(37) (2)=- .6706 
(34) (3)=-(35)(3)=-(36) (3)=(37) (3)= .1005 
(45) (i)=(67) (i)=(l2) (i) = (l3) (i)=(23) (i)=O; 
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• 
• 
• 
i = l, 2, 3. 
Substituting (78) in equa tion (54) of Chapter III gives an 
expansion for V ·. identical to ( 64). A.J 
( 79) V: · ==4 K (i\4 1l¥.\ (}A.t,~ +4H (M&.\ ( ~1 ;c.i ~ ')'. 1 ~-t,;.l • ~ -t. J J .. ..: ~3 • 6 0 3 0 ' 0 
• 
In ( 79) 
ql = z I , q ::: zf' and q.J ::: y"; 
.J. 
5.91 .5" {See Page 53}. K.i ::: X 10 dyne-em. 
H, = • 6376 X l0-
11 .J dyne-em • {See Page 56) • 
Hz = • 4247 X l0-11 
3 dyne -em • (See Page 56) • 
3. The Kinetic Energy. Substitute (75) and (76) into 
equa tion (8) to get 
(80} T = 58.1000 mHz: + 13.1578 m,zz.z,+ 13.1578 ~z..,zz. 
• z. • 
+ 5. 7556 m,z¥ + 2 m,;s: . 
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Comparing equation (80 ) with e qu a tion (7) we get the valu es of 
T, := 116.2000 mH • 
T,:z. = Tz, = 26.3156 m, • 
( 81) T,3 "" T~, == 0 
T:z.z. = 11.5112 m, • 
T .J.J == T3,. = 0 • 
TJa = 4 mH . 
4. The Secular Equation. From (78), (79) and (81) we 
form the secular equation1 • The elements of the secular 
det erminant are designated as b..&J. 
b, = 28. 3 838 - 29.0500 t • 
b,,. = b:z., = 12.7521 - 6.5789 t • 
( 82) b.., ::: b3, = 2.4564 
b,1 = 11.5024 - 2.8778 t • 
b == 1.i b,~2. == 1.4635 • 
b.JJ = .5912 - t • 
lAs in Paragraph 6 of Chapter IV, we divid e the secular equation 
r ~ ( 2 ) -s by 4:a. X 10 ·-sThus b...:j ::: 4 V...:j -w T...:· X 10 • As in Chapter IV 
t = w mH X 10 • j 
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5. The Normal Frequencies. Expanding the determinant and 
simplifying gives 
(83) t.i - 6.7435 t~ + 6.9010 t - 1.4477 == o. 
The solutions of (83) are 
t == .2867 , 
t • 9105 
:1 
t.3 ::: 5.5463 • 
or 
f == 698 cm.-1 I 
f.z :::: 1243 
_, 
em. 
fJ = 3069 cm;1 
6. The Assignment. In making the assi gnment for the A z.. 
vibrations we must seek for observed values in the Raman spectrum 
which do not appear in the infrared, since the Az.. vibrations 
are inactive in t h e infrared1 • Both Herzberg2 and Linnett1 
assign 3062 em:' as an A :.z. frequency; f.J : 306 9 -I em. is in 
lsee Linnett, "Journal of Chemical Physics," Vol • .§., Page 692, 
(1938). 
2Herzberg, Infrared and Raman Spectra, Page 341. 
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good agreement with this observed value. Kohlrausch and 
Reitz1 have observed a weak Raman line at 704 em:' which 
is close to the computed frequency -I f == 698 em. • 
• 
As for 
the third vibration, no one has observed a vibration with 
a frequency near 1243 em:' appearing only in the Raman 
spectrum and so Linnett 2 makes no a s signment for this 
vibration. The explanation for the failure to observe this 
line may be that a very strong line (A
1 
vibration) exists 
at 1270 -I em. • This line cannot be assigned to since 
it is active in the infrared. However, it may obscure the 
A~ line if that line is weak and has a frequency near 
-I 1270 em. • We summarize: 
Computed Values 
698 em;' 
1243 em:' 
3069 cm:-1 
Observed Values 
704 cm.-1 
Not observed 
-I 3062 em. . 
7. The Modes of Oscillation. Substituting t = .2867, 
.9105, and 5.5463 into the secular determinant (Paragraph 4) 
1 "Proceedings of the Indian Academy of Science," Vol. SA, 
Page 255, (1938}. 
2see Linnett, "Journal of Chemical Physics," Vol..§., 
Page 692, (1938). 
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and following a pr ocedure similar to that of Paragraph 8, 
Chapter IV, we derived the .A
1 
modes of vibration. 
f == 698 em:' 
X ::: Y, z, = 0 I 
xa ::: y'l. 0, z1 ::: -.ly.., • 
x 3 = y3 = 0, z.3 -.ly.., 
x., = -.6y , y'( = Y, z = -.03y 
'f 1 "( 
xs = .6y Y.s = -y'( Zs = -. 03y, • 
'I ' 
x , = -.6y1 Y, = -y.,. z , ::: .03y,., 
' 
x7 = • 6y.,. y1 y'l z., = • 03yi' 
' 
Practically all the motion occurs in the hydrogen atoms which 
vibrat e in the X y-plane, i.e. parallel to the C.z. 0 plane. 
Figure v (a) shows this motion ap proximately, + indicating 
motion toward observer (not perpendicularly), indicating 
motion away from observer. 
f2. = 1243 em:' • 
X I ::: Y, = z, = 0 
xz.. = y1 ::: 0 Z:a. ::: .4y.._, • 
X~ ::: y3 = 0 z..l = -. 4y., • 
x_, = 1. 3y'l Y., ::: Yy z., ::: -.5y • 
' 
., 
XS" ::: -1. 3y'f , Ys- ::: -y~~ z_,.. ::: -. 5y., • 
x , = 1. 3y., 
' 
y, = -y., , z, = .5y., 
x., ::: -1. 3y"f ' y1 = Y_, z 7 ::: .5y., • 
' 
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The motion of the carbon atoms is much greater than in f, 
and the hydro gen atoms are no longer vibrating parallel to 
the C2 0 plane (see Fi gure V (b)). 
_, 
f_, :: 3069 em. • 
X :; Y, :; z, :; 0 • I 
X :; y~ :; 0 z = z~ 3. L 
XJ = y~ = 0 z., = -z:z.. 
x., = -3zz. , Y, = -1.2zL, z., = -5. 7z z.. 
X = 
.r 3Zz.. ' y = S' 1.2z,J. ' Zs= -5 .7z,_ 
x4. :; -3z&, y = 1.2zz.. z'" :; 5.7z,_ 
" 
' 
x1 = 3z.z. y1 = -1.2z~, z7 :; 5.7z,__ . t 
The hydrogen atoms vibrate approximately along the C R lines 
(s ee Figure V (c)). 
X 
y~ 
+ ( 4) 
-H( 5) 
H(4) 
c ( 2) 
(a) 698 
c ( 2) 
_, 
em. 
(b) 1243 em;' 
-H( 6) 
C(3) 
+H( 7) 
C(3) 
H(5) H(7) 
H(4) H 6) 
c ( 2) 
H( 5) 
(e) 3069 
_, 
em. 
c ( 3) 
Figure V: · The A~ . Modes of Vibration 
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CHAPTER VI. THE B 1 VIBRATIONS 
1. The Displacement Coordinates. From Table V in Chap-
ter III, we see that the B 1 vibrations are antisymmetric 
with respect to rotation about the C~ axis and symmetric 
with respect to reflection in the s plane. 
Anti symmetry to C :z. gives 
Y, = 0 
(84) xz. = x.J, Y-z. = -y.s' z.z.. = z.l 
x., = x7, y<~ = -y7' z ., = z7 
xs = x,, Ys- = -y, ' z.r = z, • 
Symmetry to the s plane gives 
z I = 0 . 
' 
( 85) z = z.J = 0 t 
.z 
x., = xs' Y., = Y.s ' z., = -z.s-
x, = x7' Y, = y7' z, ::: -z7 • 
Equations (84) and (85) together give 
Y, "" z, = 0 ; 
X = x.,~, Ya. = -y z z.,~ = 0 
.z.. 3 ' .:&.. 
( 87) x., xs =. x, = x7 . 
' 
y-1 = Ys :::: -y,_ = -y7 
z.,. = -zs = -zC. = z7 
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According to Table VI, translation along the x-axis is 
a member of the B1 species. So we set 
Usin g equations (87) and simplifying we get 
( 88) x., -4x1 -6xz. • 
Also according to Table VI, rot a tion about the z-axis is a 
member of the B1 species. So we set the z-component of 
the angular momentum to zero. ( See Paragraph 6, Chapter III.) 
Using (87) and (88) and simplifying, we get 
(89) XL= -4.5612x1 - 3.4884yz. - .9957y~ 
From (87), (88) and (89) we get four independent 
coordina tes: 
x 
1 
, y
2 
, y "f and z., • 
2. The Potential Energy. We evaluate the 4r's and 
AA's in terms of six coordinates: 
x y y z4 , x. and x., • ,. z.' ... -
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-~ • 
- ja::~.+ba. 
- /s a.+ta. +u a. 
- /s"' +t.L- +u :3.-
( 90) 
h+tll$,-b;r.,-1; -~·:t 1 11 .. ~"' . 
.d AJf==AA.JS=cot AJ., +esc A.J., J l)l-+1: • Jt41'X~J:.,J'+u-~,~-).J"'.,.c,o.-l:~"' 
.t A =4A ==cot A.:u. +esc a 31. ;.17 
Ax y b~ + ~! '· .. W 4-t ~-~.)~(:t-f)'1-3~f~ot .... +t,l' 
A A.,s =cot A,.s- +c sc A,s 
.. )" { f.)J. 
-(.4--t%,-,M)- Lt ~~.-:!'\ -1:44- v_ ~. 
(/J..f~~ -~-~l.,.(:t '"1·-;J.J tl#.-~.,) 
, :1. ~ t '1-: - {:;r.- ~,) J,. 
A =COt A +CSC A 
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Differenti ate (90) with respect to x y ~ and z 
, ' l- ' .,., ., ' 
usin g (88) and (89) to eliminate x 2 and x~. Let x, be 
v a riable 1, yl- variable 2, y¥ variable 3, and z¥ v ariable 
4. Usin g the notation of equations ( 63) and ( 78) we g et for 
t h e partial derivatives: 
(1) (1):::-(2) (l):::- 2 .8512. 
(1)(2):::-(2)(2)= -.9299. 
(1)(3)=-(2)(3)= -.5105. 
(1)(4)=-(2)(4)::: 0 
(3) (1)=(3) (2):::(3) (3):::(3) (4)= 0 
(91) (4) (1)=(5) (1):::-(6) (1)=-(7) (1)=-13.5660. 
(4) (2)=(5) (2):::-(6) (2)=-(7) (2)=-11.6659. 
(4) (3)=(5) (3)=-(6) (3):::-(7) (3)= -3.5809. 
(4) (4)=(5 ) (4)=-(6) (4)=-(7) (4)= - .8520. 
(16) (1)=(17) (1)=-(24) (1)=-(25) (1)=7.6651. 
( 16) ( 2) = ( 17) ( 2) =- ( 24) ( 2) =- ( 25) ( 2) = 6. 0 7 23. 
(16) (3)=(17) (3)=-(24) (3)=-(25) (3)=2.7.860. 
(16) (4)=(17) (4)=-(24) (4):::-(25) (4)=-.3617. 
(34) (1)=(35) (1)=-(36) (1)=-(37) (1)=-22.5997. 
( 34) ' 2) ::: ( 3 5) ( 2) =- ( 3 6) ( 2) :::- ( 3 7) ( 2) =- 20. 16 3 9. 
(34) (3):::(35) (3)=-(36) (3)=-(37) (3)= -5.5393. 
(34) (4)=(35) (4)=-(36) (4)=-(37) (4)= .4383. 
(45) (1)=-(67) (1)=40.8715. 
(45) (2)=-(67) (2)=35.1467. 
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potential energy function are large numerically, small changes 
in H~ will probably have an appreciable effect on the 
results; ther efore H3 should b e computed. On the other hand, 
the coefficients1 of 
changes in K
1 
will 
Bonner2 evaluated K 
K
1 
are relatively small and thus small 
probably have little effect on the results·. 
s 
as 4.43 X 10 dyne-em. in computing 
the skeletal frequencies of ethylene oxide. We shall use this 
value for K, in our computations. (Computations were also 
made using K == 6 X 10.6 but results were more satisfactory 
s 
with K, == 4.43 X 10 . ) This leaves four force constants to 
be evalua ted in the B, calculations. 
4. The Kineti.c Energy. Substitute equa tions (87}, (88} 
and ( 89} into equation (8) to get 
(93 ) T:: 1349.6982 mllx,z. + 1169.0995 mHx,yL 
+333. 6844 mH:X:, .Y., + 1034.1870 m,y: 
+1169.0995 mNy3-x/ + 291.7527 ffi14 Y,~,Y., 
+291.7527 m~Y. Y: ~ ., ;r. 
The coefficients of K, are the partial derivatives of 
.4 r, and 4 r.z. 
2
"Journal of Chemical Physics," Vol. 5, Page 293, (1937). 
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Comparing equation (93) with equation (7) we get the values 
1 
of T-ij" 
T, = 2699.3964 mtf 
T,1 ::: T~• 2338.1990 mH 
T,3 = T3, -· 667.3688 mH 
T,., ::: T .,, ::: 0 
( 94) TS1 = 2068.3740 mH 
T:~a = TJ.z. = 583.5054 mH 
Tu = T.,:a. = 0 
TJ3 = 170.5440 m,. 
T.~., = T,J = 0 
T.,¥ = 4 mH 
5. The Secular Equation. The e.lements of the secular 
equation (as can be seen in equation ( 96)) are polynomials 
with as many as six terms. Therefore the expansion of the 
secular determinant is quite a task and one is tempted to 
solve for the frequencies by a s signing various numerical 
values to the force constants a gain and again until a satis-
factory solution is reached. This method has the serious 
drawback that one can n ever be sure that a better solution 
lsee the pa ragraph betwe en equations (90) and (91) for the 
significance of the subscripts. 
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could not have been obtained by a still more suitable selec-
tion of the force constants. Therefore, we expand the 
secular determinant whose elements are given in equations (96}. 
In (96) 
( 95) 
(96) 
b_.:i :; t(v .. -w .. T .. · ) X lO-S. .4~ ~ , 
t 
,. 
X 10-G • :; w mH , 
H' = H X lO-s · 
' 
G' :; G X 10-S. 
b
11 
= 1176.0047 + 835.2388 H~ + 5.5252 H.} 
-38.6792 G; + 58.2660 G; - 674.8491 t. 
b :: b2.,= 1006.1384 + 718.2481 H' + 1.8020 H.} I:Z. .l 
-22.9383 G' + 34.5540 G' - 584.5498 
I 3 
b :; b.11 :; 308.5258 13 + 220.4688 H' .1 + .9892 H~ 
t. 
-8.5674 G' + 12.9058 G' - 166.8422 t. 3 
' 
b,.,= b.,,= 50.7750- 19.8109 H~- 1.2146 G;- .6910 G..,' 
b~~= 866.3142 + 617.6442 H~ + .5877 H~ 
-10.8481 G; + 16.3415 G~ - 517.0935 t. 
b.u = b,l:l. = 264.3847 + 189.5880 H~ + .3226 H~ 
-4.6425 G' + 6.9933 G' - 145.8763 t. 
, J 
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b = b~~= 43.6468- 17.0360 Hr- .3961 G'- .2254 G' • ~~ T- 3 I 3 
b33 == 81.5169 + 58.1947 H~ + .1771 H;_- 1.8279 G,' 
(96) +2.7536 G; - 42.6360 t. 
b,~"i = b'l,~= 13.3059- 5.2293 H; - .2175 G:- .1237 G~ 
b,.,. = 3. 7290 + .4699 H; - t • 
6. The Evaluation of the Normal Frequencies. Expanding 
the secular determinant (whose elements are given in (96)), 
equating to zero and simplifying gives a fourth degre e equa-
tion in t 
(97) t"'- t.J (6.7145+1.9215 H~ +.1580 H~ -.0695 G; +.1045 G~ ) 
L 
+t (8.8313 +11.5673 H~ +.9568 H} -.0710 G; +.5708 G~ 
~ ~ 
+.2883 HJH~ -.1190 H~G,' -.0589 G,' +.0043 G,'G; -.0530 G; ) 
-t(4.0624 +9.2373 H~ +.8545 H~ -.0173 G,' +.2899 G; 
~ & ~ 
+1. 5651H;H;-. 0496Hl G1'-. 0588G,' +. 0023G,' G;-. 2883G_; - .1083H; G,' 
+ (.6073 +1.9250H; +.1863H~ +.0517G~ +.58451Ia'H_;.. 
~ ~ ~ 
-.0139G,' -.1074G; -.0438H1G,' :&::: o. 
In (97} we have four force constants to manipulate and four 
frequencies to evaluate. This situation allows us to get satis-
factory results for a variety of assignments, and therefore the 
assignment can not be made with certainty until after A1 
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frequencies are also evaluated. Preliminary calculations 
with (97) show cert ain trends in the solutions. One of the 
solutions ap pears to b e always in the vicinity of the 
observed 807 om:' line and another at about 3000 em:' • 
The other two frequencies seem to be much more dependent on 
the values assigned to the force constants. With this 
information and Linnett•s1 as.signmmt as g uid e s, we set up 
the tentative assignment for the B, frequencies. 
f 807 -I = em. • I 
( 98) f 
.z. = 
1159 em:' 
fJ = 1461 em;' • 
f., 3000 cm: 1 
Further calculations show the effects of the force con-
stants on the computed frequencies. An incre ase in H' 
s 
produce s a small increase in f~ and a sizeable increa se in 
f~ , with negligible effect on f, and f¥ • A change in 
H' 3 has a major effect only on 
producing an increa s e in f 3 
f-A ; an increase in H' ;.3 
G~ must take on negative 
values and assigning larger negative values to G' causes 
.3 
l"Journal of Chemical Physics," Vol. 6, Pa ge 692, (1938). 
decreas es in 
being on fJ' 
cies ex cept 
f 
I 
• 
f'f • 
G' 
I 
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f~, and f 1 , with most of the effect 
has little effect on any of the frequen-
With the proper selection of th e force constant, fre-
quencies in g ood a g reeme nt with the observed v a lues in (98) 
are obtained. Howeve r, the use of as s i gnment (98), which 
omits the stron g lin e s at 1122 cm.-1 and 1270 cm.-1 forces 
these two fr e quen ci e s into th e A, s pecies. Computations 
s how t ha t t he A
1 
speci es c an be made to acc e pt either of 
t he se fr equencie s, but not both1 • We t herefore must r eassi gn 
the B, vibrations. 
f 807 -I = em. I 
( 99) f = z. 1122 cm.-1 • 
f4 = 1461 em;' 
f 3000 -I = em. • ., 
Calcula tions now l ead to the fol l owing value s for the 
frequ encies and force constants. (The obs erved fr eq uencie s 
are pl a ced in par enth ese s for comparison.) 
1Linnett's a s si gnmen t is in error because he f a iled to obs erve 
t h e vi b ration at 509 em.-• whic h is a me mber of t he A 
1 
speci es. 
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The com puted frequencies: 
f == 
' 
787 em; 1 ( 807) • 
f == 1119 cm:-1 ( 1122) • 
2. 
f3 1485 
-I ( 1461) • == em. 
f, 2985 
-I (3000). == em. 
The computed force constants: 
f, 
_,, ~ 
H.,==. 3400 X 10 dyne-em. 
Hs ==1. 700 X l0-11 dyne-em~ 
..$" G =-1.000 X 10 dyne-em. 
I 
-.1 ,a. 
G..l:::-.500 X 10 dyne-em. 
HJ 7 ( CH) :::. 2913 X lOs dyne-em. 
.G' H6 ~(0C) (CC)==.803 7 X 10 dyne-em • 
s ~~( CH)==-.4629 X 10 dyne-em. 
7. The Modes of Oscillation. 
787 cm.-1 
x, ::: - • 2y.,_ ' y I ::: 0 z : 0 I 
X ::: • 2y 'I yl. == -.ly zl ::: 0 z. ., 
X • 2y YJ ::: .ly ZJ ::: 0 
.3 ., 't 
x't ::: -. 4y"t t ylf y'f z"' ::: .ly '1 • 
X,s- ::: 
-. 4y., ' Ys- Y., zs == -.ly • ., 
x, ::: -. 4yt ' yt. ::: -y'# z, ::: -.ly • 
'I 
x7 -.4y y7 -y z7 .ly~ • 
'¥ ., 
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There i s little a ction in the oxygen and carbon at oms and 
the hydr ogen at oms v i brate al mos t par allel to t h e CzO plane. 
See Fi gure VI (a), where + indicates motion toward ob server 
(not perpendicular) and indic a tes motion away from observer. 
f;a. 1119 -I em. 
X 
-. 8y.z. ' Y, ::: 0 z ::: 0 I 
' 
x:t .4y Y.z ::: Y:~. Zz. = 0 
.z 
x 3 .4y y.J ::: -y ZJ 0 2. 1 
x., l. 2y Y., = - .ly ' z ::: .ly :z. 1 '1 1 
xs l. 2y Y.s- - .ly zs ::: -.lYz z. .z. 
x, l. 2y Y, ::: .ly z" ::: -.lY.: 
.l 1 :z. 
x7 l. 2y y1 .ly z .ly ~ z.. 7 a. 
Mos t of th e motion oc curs in the ring ( See Fi gure VI (b) ) . 
The hydro gen a toms move nea r ly parall el to the li ne connecting 
the carbon atoms . 
fl 1485 cm;"1 . 
X 
- .02y ' Y, ::: 0 z ::: 0 , ,., I 
x .z. ::: -. 2y., Y:z.. -. 2Y., z..z ::: 0 
x.~ -. 2y., y • 2y"'' ZJ ::: 0 J 
X~ l. 6y y y"" Y., z"" -1. 4y ~,. 
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xs 1 . 6y , Y.s- == y z..r == 1. 4y ., ., ., 
x, == 1. 6y., • Y, = -y., , z " == 1. 4y, 
x7 1 . 6y1 ' y7 = -y.., , z == - 1 . 4y, • 1 
The r e is practically no motion in the oxygen atom. 
Figure VI (c) s hows t he motion of the car b on at oms and 
hydro gen atoms projected ont o the x z~plane. 
f -t 2985 cm.-1 . 
X :::: .02z., , Y, 0 z , ::: 0 I 
X 
- . lz 'f, Yz. = - . lz "f , z 0 2 ~ 
x 3 - . lz ., , YJ . lz ., ZJ = 0 
X . 6z .y Y., == .2z -v z .., = z • 
'I ., 
X -s- - . 6z "' Y.s . 2z ., z ::; s - z .,. 
x , == . 6z .., yl. -.2z ,. , z '" -z..,. 
x 7 .6z., Y, - . 2z ,. . z z "l . 7 
The hydrogen at oms move approxi ma t ely along the C H 
lines . The mo tion in the oxygen a tom is negligible; the 
motion in the carbon atoms is small. See Figure VI ( d) . 
X y'1 
z 
+H( 5) 
H( 5) 
c ( 2) C(3) 
+ 
(a) 7 87 em.-l 
(b) 
1119 em.-• 
( 2) C(3 
(e) 
1485 em.-1 
( 2} C(3) 
(d) 
2985 em.- 1 
-H( 6) 
H ( 7) 
H ( 6) 
H( 7) 
Figure VI: The B1 Modes of Vibration 
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CHAPTER VII . THE A1 VIBRATI ONS 
1. The Dis pl ace l'D3 nt Coordinat es. Th e A
1 
vibra tions 
are symmetric to all symmetry operat ions (see Table V in 
Cha pt er III) • 
Symmetry to c gives 
2. 
X 0 t z , = 0. I 
( 100) x z = -x.,~ , y = y3 ' z -z.,~ . 1 .z 
x ., = -x 7, y = y7 ' z = -z7 • .., .., 
X = -x, , y = Y,_ , z = - zl. • 
.s .s s 
Symme try to the s plane giv e s 
z = o. 
' (101) z.z z.J = o. 
X = XS' Y., = Y..s- , z., = -zs• ., 
x, = X 1 ' y c. y7 ' z , = -z7 • 
Equations (100 ) and (101 ) together give 
X :::: z :;: o. 
I 
, 
X 
-x-4 ' Y.z... = y..J t z = z...~ = o. ~ L. 
{ 102 ) X x_, = -x = -x7. If (. 
Y., = y = Y,. = y7. ..r 
z.., = -z..s- = z , = -z • 7 
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According to Table VI in Chapte r III, translation a long 
the y - a xi s is a r.re mb e r of t he A, spec i e s • S o set 
l: m-y . == 0. 
... J. 
Using equations (102 ) and simplifying we get 
(10 3 ) y == -4y -6y 0 
'f I 2.. 
From (102) and (103) we se l ect the five indepe ndent 
coordinates 
x .z., x 11 , 
y , y , and 
I 2 
z.,. 
2. The Potential Energy . We ev e,luat e the Ar' s and 
~A ' s in terms of six coordinates : 
x 2 , x.,, y1 , y 2 , y.., , and z,.. 
4:r; ==4r,. =J (b-x.z..l'" +(a+y, -y,_ t -J,_a-... -+-b-:1. • 
(104 ) 4 r3 = -2xJ- • 
.Ar.y =Ars ==.&r4 ==A~ == j( x., -xz. - s ) + ( Y., - yz. -t) .z.. + ( z .,-ut 
I :L L L 
- s +t +u 
+CSC 
(104) 
Differentiate equations (104 ) with r espect to X ' 2. 
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x~. 
y
1
, Y :z. and z'l using (103) to eliminate y"'/. Let x
1 
be 
variable l, x4f variable 2, y 1 variable 3, y)... variable 4, 
and z 
'I 
vari able 5. Using the notation of equa tions ( 63), 
(78) and (91) we get for th e partial derivativ es : 
(1) (1) == (2)(1) == -.5127. 
(1)(2) (2)(2) == 0 • 
(1) (3) == (2)(3) == .8586. 
(105) (1) (4) (2)(4) -. 8586. 
(1) (5) (2)(5) = 0 • 
(3)(1) 
== -2 • 
( 3) ( 2) == ( 3) ( 3) == ( 3) ( 4) == ( 3) ( 5) ==0. 
(4) (1)==(5) (1)==(6) (1)=(7) (1)=.4857. 
(4) (2) = (5) (2)=(6) (2)=(7) (2)=-.4857. 
( 4) ( 3) = ( 5) ( 3) = ( 6) ( 3) = ( 7) ( 3) = • 7 817. 
( 4) ( 4) = ( 5) ( 4) = ( 6) ( 4) = ( 7) ( 4) == 1. 36 80. 
(4) (5)=(5) (5)=(6) (5)=(7) (5)==-.8520. 
(16) (1)==(17) (1)=(24) (1)=(25) (1)= .1076. 
( 16 ) ( 2) = ( 17) ( 2) = ( 24) ( 2) = ( 25) ( 2) =-. 315 9. 
(16) (3)=(17) (3)=(24) (3)=(25) (3)==3.0414. 
( 16) ( 4) = ( 17) ( 4) = ( 24) ( 4) = ( 25) ( 4) == 5. 6646. 
( 16) ( 5) = ( 17) ( 5) = ( 24) ( 5) = ( 25) ( 5) == • 3617. 
(105) (34) (1)=(35) (1)=(36) (1)=(37) (1)= . 8092. 
( 34 ) ( 2 ) = ( 3 5 ) ( 2 ) = ( 3 6 ) ( 2 ) = ( 3 7 ) ( 2 ) = - • 8 0 9 2 • 
(34) ('3)=(35) (3)=(36) (3)=(37) (3)==-.4022. 
(34) (4)=(35) (4)=(36) (4)=(37) (4)==-.7038. 
' (34) (5)==(35) (5)=(36) (5)=(37) (5)= .4383. 
(45)(1)=(67)(1)=-1.4634. 
(45)(2)==(67)(2)== 1.4634. 
(45) (3)=(67) (3)=-2.3551. 
(45) (4)=(67) (4)=-4.1215. 
(45)(5)=(67)(5)== -.9694. 
( 12) ( 1} ==-1.1955. 
(12)(2)== o. 
(12) (3)==-.7139. 
(12)(4)= .7139. 
(12)(5)== o. 
(13) (1)==( 23) (1)=.5978. 
( 13) ( 2) = ( 23) ( 2) = 0. 
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(13) (3)=(23) (3)= .3569. 
(105) (13) (4)=( 23) (4)=-.3569. 
( 13) ( 5) = ( 23) ( 5) = 0 • 
To get 
c·hapter III. 
V.· substitute (105) into equa tion (54) of 
-"1 
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(103) v .. = 2K ( 1) ( i) · ( 1) ( j ) + K ( 3) ( i) · ( 3) ( j) +4K ( 4) ( i) · ( 4 J ( j ) 
..... 1 I 1- ~ 
+4H, ( 16) ( i) • ( 16) ( j ) +4Ha. ( 34) ( i) · ( 34) ( j) 
+ 2H3 ( 4 5) ( i) • ( 4 5) ( j ) +H., ( 12) ( i ) · ( 12) ( j ) 
+2Hs ( 13) ( i) · ( 13) ( j) +2G 
1 
[ ( 1) ( i) · ( 4) ( j) + ( 1) ( j) • ( 4) ( i U 
+2G.l. [(3) ( j) · (4) ( j) +(3) ( j) • (4) (i)) 
+ G3 (f1) (i)· (45) ( j) +(l) ( j) · (45) (i)] 
+ G-t (( 3) ( i) · ( 45) ( j ) + ( 3) ( j ) · ( 45) ( i l] . 
3. The Kine tic Energy. Substitute equations ( 10 2) and 
(103) into equation (8) to get the kinetic energy • 
+84m ft' +48m y y H;,. Hs. I • J. +2m,.z., • 
Co mpar ing (107) with (7) we get the values of T.4j • 
T11 = 24mH • 
T,z.= T,~.,= T, 3 = T31 = T,.rt= T.,,= T 15 = Ts1 0. 
T.u. = 4m H • 
Tz. 3 = T~z. = T,., = T.,..~.= T .... ..-= T.-,.= 0. 
( 108) T,a = 80mH • 
T.,'t = T,3 = 96mH • 
T.#S = T 53 = 0. 
T '~'~ = 168mN • 
T = 
'f.¥ T..t~¥ = 0. 
T.,.s = 4mH • 
4. The Secular Equation. Using 
b .. = 
""1 
t :: 
K' = K X 10-s- , 
H' :: H X 
and G' G X 
det erminant are:l 
X 10-s- , 
the elements of' the secular 
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1Previous calculations on the A, species (see Page 80) showed 
that G.~. affected only the highest frequency (3000 em;' ) and 
that the best value of G~ was zero. So we place G.~. = 0 
in our present calculations. If necess ary, we shall insert 
G.a. into the later calculations. 
( 109) 
b, == 2.7555 +K' +.3573 H~ +1.4634 G' :1 ,
b,'J. == b1, == -1.8531 -.7317 G' • ., 
b,l ==b 31 1.7251 +.2134 H' ., +1.1776 G' ., 
b,., ==b~, == 5.3664 -.2134 H~ +2.0607 G~ 
b,r ==b1 '1 = -1.8959 +.4847 G~ • 
bu = 1.8643 - t • 
b~3 =b, .... == -2.8733. 
b J.'f == b"' L == - 5 o 23 8 7 o 
b"5 ==bsl.= 1.5673. 
b_.3 = 11.4852 +.1274 H~ - 20 t. 
b =b = 16.2024 -.1274 Ht - 24 t. ;J., ¥3 ., 
b.ls =b.s3 = -1.7856. 
b~lf == 34.7765 +.1274 H~ - 42 t. 
b.,.,. =b.¥= -4.337 8. 
~S" = 3. 8887 - t. 
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- 6 t. 
5. The Assignment. Having fixed the assignment for the 
other three species leaves us no choice for the assignment for 
the A, vibrations. The frequenci es of the five A, vibra-
tions have been observed as 
f = 509 em;' 
I 
f = ~ 868 cm.- 1 
(110) f., = 1270 em:' 
f'i 1490 -I = em. 
and fs 3000 
_, 
= em. 
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6. The Force Constants. G~ has been taken as zero. 1 
K has its main effect on 
2. 
f · an inc.rease in ~ ' K a. pro duces 
an increase in f~ G., has a major effect on fz. and f., 
and a small effect on the other three frequencies. A nega-
tive increase in G¥ causes both fa and f., to decrease. 
In our calculations K3 and G"" are treated as independent 
"variables" and the value of H¥ will be pretty well 
determined by the selection of K z. and G.,_ • However, 
small changes can be made in H~ to adjust f if necessary. 
I 
7. The Normal Frequencies. Expanding the secular 
determinant ( 109), equating to zero, and simplifying gives 
a fifth degree equation in t • 
.r ., 
t -t (7.7282+.1667 K~+.ll26 H~+.2439 G~) 
.I 
+t (14.8577+1.2115 K~+.0088 K;H~+.8336 H~+l.5395 G~ 
+. 0164 H~G~- .1452 G~-,) 
-t (10.2139+2.1421 K~+.0572 K~IJ.;+l.4280 H~+l.7799 G~ 
;a.. .I. 
+.0931 H 1 G'-.8802 G1 -.0077 H 1 G1 ) 
.., 'I _, 'I 61 
(111) 
+t(2.3830+1.2896 K~+.0705 K~H¥+.7989 H~+.6274 G~ 
J. .1-
+.0640 H 1 G..!-.8070 G1 -.0403 H'G 1 ) 
., -. ., ., 'f 
-(.1151+.2198 K 1 +.0166 K:H.!+.l341 H'+ 0371 G1 + 0123H 1 G1. :z. ... -. ., • .,. • ., 'I 
I .1. I I .I. 
-.1692 G, -.0126 H.,.G., ) = 0. 
1 see Footnote on Page 90. 
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We wish to adjust the values of K~ , H~ , and G' so 
"I 
that the solutions of (111} are as close to (110) as possible. 
To this end we use the relationship between the roots and 
coefficients of a polynomial equa tion and the information of 
Paragraph 6. This results in the following values of the 
force constants and normal frequencies. (The observed fre-
que ncies are given in parentheses. ) 
The computed frequencies: 
f = 521 cm.-1 (509). 
• 
f = 851 cm.-1 ( 86 8) • z. 
f.3 = 1269 cm.- 1 (1270). 
f~ 1500 -I (1490). = em. 
f = 
.5 3000 
crn.-1 ( 3000). 
The force constants: 
S" 
K 
- · 5.600 X 10 dyne-ern. 
.J. 
H'f -3.900 
10_,, .1 
= X dyne-em., 
.s-
H., 
. ( 00) ( cc) -1.844 X 10 dyne-em. - = . 
G :. o.oo 
-1 .I. 
G ::: -.2500 X 10 dyne-em., 
( CH) 5 G ..:. = -.2315 X 10 dyne-em. ., . 
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8. The Modes of Oscillation. 
-, 
f = 521 em. 
x, 0 Y, == .8x.., z 0 • 
' 
X = .5x,. y = -.3x zz = 0 
.2. 1. 
.., 
XJ = - • 5x1, YJ :::: -.3x., z.l = 0 ,. 
x., :::: x'1 Y., :::: -1.4x'~, z., :::: -.1x.,. 
xs :::: XI/ y$ -1. 4x'*, Z,s = .1x~ . 
x, -x., Y, -1.4x.,, ZC. = -.1x¥. 
X -x Y, = -1.4x11 , z, :::: .1x., • 7 't 
The motion of the ring is she~~ in Figure VII (a). 
f, 851 ·I = em. 
x. 0 Y, = -.4x z, = 0 
' ~ t 
x._ = -. 5x., , y = • 6x., z 0 
)... 1. 
x4 = .5x y-1 = • 6x 'f ZJ = 0 .., 
X = x., Y., = -1.9x.,, z -.2x ., 
't "1 
xs = x., Ys :::: -1.9x.,, z..> = • 2x 
"' 
X" = -x'l y~ -1.9x't, z, -.2x,. 
x7 -x., YT -1.9x.,, z1 • 2x.., . 
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In Figure VI I (b) , the + si gni fi es motion toward observer 
(not quite perpendicularly) and si gni fi es mot ion away 
from observer. 
_, 
f,J = 1269 em. 
X = 0 Y, = -.5x.,, z = 0 
• ' 
X = • 6x., y'J. = • 2x1 z~. = 0 1 
X = -.6x.,, Y, = • 2x_, ZJ = 0 3 
XAf x., Y, = • 5x., z == -.lx.,. "f 
xs = x., Y.s .5xy z5 .lx 
'f 
X" = -x., Y, = .5x" z, == - .lx., • 
X -x y7 .5x.., z7 = .lx., • 7 , 
The motion of the ring is Shown in Figure VII (c). 
fM 1500 
_, 
== em. 
X 0 Y, = - .lzot , z, 0 
' 
x1. == .3z"f Y~.. == • 2z 1 z, ::. 0 
. X./ = -.3z.,, YJ = .2z1 z I :::: 0 
X ::= -.9z.,, Y.., == -.6z.,, z., == z., • .., 
XS" = -.9z..,, y, = -.6z"f' z = S" - z"f • 
X .9z 
' 
y6 -.6z..,, z, = z., • 
' 
"t 
x7 • 9z, Y_, == -.6z z1 == -z-1. ¥' 
·' 
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The motion of the carbon and hydrogen atoms in the x z- plane 
is shown in Figure VII (d). 
f§ ::::: 3000 em. 
x. = 0 Y, == • 04z"t , z = 0 I 
X = - .lz., , y1 :::: 1 - .lz., ., z.z == 0 • 
x.J = .lz 11 y~ == -.lz't, z == 0 J 
Xy = .6z"t y"t == • 2z.., z., = z"t • 
X = • 6z., Ys = • 2z 41 z == - ·ztt • S" S" 
x, -.6z.,, y" = • 2z., z, = z., • 
xl = -.6z.,, y7 = • 2z 'f z == -z,.. '1 
There is very little mot~on in the o:xygen atom and not 
much more in the carbon atoms. The hydrogen atoms vibrate 
approximately alon g the C H lines. (S ee Figure VII (e)). 
C(2 C(3) 
(a) 521 em:' 
-H( 4) 
-H( 5) 
H( 5) 
Figure VII. 
y 
X 
C(3) 
0 ( 1) 
(e) 1269 
_, 
em. 
-H( 6) 
+ 
851 
_, 
em. 
(d) 1500 em:-• 
( 2) 
(e) 3000 
C(3) 
_, 
em. 
-H(7) 
H ( 6) 
( 6) 
H( 7} 
The A M.odes of Vibration 
I 
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C'HAPTER VIII. TABULATION OF THE REStJLTS 
1. The Normal Frequencies. The n ormal frequencies of 
ethJrlene oxide mol e cule computed on the basis of the poten-
ti a1 en er gy function ( 46) on Page 34 are: 
S:peci es Computed Frequencies Observed Freguencies 
A, 521 cm.- 1 509 em. - I 
A, 851 868 
A, 1269 1270 
A, 1500 1490 
A 3000 3000 
I 
B, 787 807 
B, 1119 1122 
B, 1485 1461 
B 2985 3000 
' 
A ,_ 69 8 704 
A1 1243 Not Observed 
A1 3069 3062 
B:a. 685 685 
B,. 1172 1164 
Bt. 3061 3062 
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2. The Force Constants. The force constants used in the 
eva lua tion of the fre quencies are: 
Symbol l Value Description 
K , 
K 2. 
4.43 X lOS dyne-em. 
5.60 X lOs 
OC Stretching 
CO Stretching 
CH Stretching 4.910 X 10..-
H
1 
.411 X 10~ 
HL .2670 X lOf 
HJ • 2913 X lO.r 
H¥ -1.844 X 10~ 
H.,r • 8037 X lOS" 
G
1 
-1.000 X lOf 
0.00 X 10_, 
-.4629 X lOS 
-.2315 X lOb" 
0-0-H Bending 
0-C-H Bending 
H-0-H Bending 
0-0-0 Bending 
0-0-0 Bending 
OC-CH Cros s Product 
00-CH Cross Product 
00-HCH Cross Product 
00-HCH Cross Product 
Derivation 
c·ompu ted 
Saksena3 
Computed 
Computed 
Computed 
Comput ed 
Computed 
Computed 
Computed 
Computed 
Computed 
3. The Overtones. The observed freque ncies which a re not 
among t h e normal f re quencies listed on Page 98 are overtones 
due to combinations of the norma l frequencies. We list these 
lThe va lu es of the bending force constant~ s have been converted 
to dyne-em. by the rmthod desc r ibed on :Page 45. 
2"Journal of Chemical Physi cs," Vol. 5, Page 293, (1 937). 
3"Proceedings of the Indian Academy of Science, 11 Vol. 10 A, 
Page 449, ( 1939 ). 
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overtones below with the suggested C'Ombinations. The fre-
quencies are in most case s the average for a number of 
observers. The suggeste d combinations are, exc ept for those 
marked by an asterisk, taken fro m Linnett1 • 
Frequency in -I Suggested Combina tions em. 
1023 tl.2 X 509 1018 
1379 .... 685 + 704 = 1389 
1616 2 X 807 1614 
1650 *1122 + 509 = 1631 
or 807 + 868 = 1675 
1727 2 X 868 = 1736 
1845 1164 + 685 = 1849 
1949 1270 + 685 = 1955 
2022 1164 + 868 ::= 2031 
2119 1270 + 868 = 2138 
11- 2 868 2111 or 1243 + = 
2278 1122 + 1164 2286 
2304 .,.2 X 1164 = 2328 
2639 1490 + 1164 = 2654 
2786 1490 + 1270 = 2760 
l"Journal of Che mical Physics," Vol. ..§., Page 692, (1938). 
212.43 em. is a computed but unobserved frequency. (See 
Page 66.) 
• 
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Frequency in em. Suggested Combinations 
2917 2 X 1461 = 2922 
2960 ' 2 X 1490 = 2980 
3883 3062 + 807 = 3869 
or 3000 + 868 ::: 3868 
4292 3000 + 1270 ::;:: 4270 
4587 3062 + 1490 = 4557 
6173 2 X 3062 = 6124 
c c 
1ll 
E E 
500 1000 1500 2000 2500 3000 3500 
Figure VIII. Comparison of Observed and Computed Spectra. 
The E lines are observed frequencies in em.-' and 
the C lines are com puted frequencies in cm.- 1 • 
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ABSTRACT 
VI BRATI ON SPECTRA OF ETHYL ENE OXIDE 
The Structure. The ethylene oxide molecule consi s ts of 
seven atoms: one oxygen atom, two ca rbon atoms, and four 
hydrogen atoms. The two carbon atoms and the oxygen atom. 
form an isosceles triangle. Two hydrogen a toms are attached 
to each carbon atom in such a way that each CH~ plane is 
perpendicular to the C 0 plane. 2. 
The Symmetry. The molecule has a two-fold axis of sym-
metry passing through the oxygen atom and bisecting th e COO 
angle. The molecule also has two plane s of symme try, one 
coinciding with the a o :z. plane, the other perpendicular to 
it and intersecting it in the two-fold axis. Becaus e of this 
symme try, the ethylene oxide molecule b elongs to the c 
zv-
point group. 
The Species. There a re fifteen (3N-6) normal vibration 
frequencies, all of which are nob.-degenera te. Five of these 
vibrations (A,) are symmetrica l to the symmetry axis and the 
plane; four vibrations (B,) are symmetrical to the c 0 
~ 
plane and anti-symmetrical to the axis; three (A~) are sym-
metrical to the axis and anti-symmetrical to the plane; and 
three (B:z.) are anti-symr.netrical to both the plane and the 
axis. All of the vibrations are active in the Raman spectra 
and all except the three A1 vibrations are active in th e 
infrared. 
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The Force Function. The potential energy function which 
is assumed is a generalized valence force function which 
includes fo u. r coupling terms in addition to the terms contained 
in the simple valence field. 
., 
+G&. AR..J 2;: 4 r...: 
1 
-t~R.~.· 4 cf, ) +G11 AR3 ~ A F.;_ 
.c.:/ 
Two of the twelve force co nstants (K3
1 and K 2 
I 
"""=-' 
from previous work and t he other ten are computed. 
are taken 
The Results. The assignment is rna de on the bas is of 
observe d frequencies and preliminary calculations made to 
determine trends. The calculations a r e ba sed on the theory of 
small os cillations. The theory of groups and re p r esentations 
is used to take advantage of the molecule's symmetry. The 
computed frequencies 'Which are in good agreement with observed 
values are given on the following page. 
lFrom B. D. Saksena, "Proceedin gs of the Indian Academy of 
Science," Vol. 10 A., Page 449, (1939). 
2From L. Bonner, "Journal of Chemical Physics," Vol. 5, Page 293, 
(1937). 
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Computed Obs e rve d 
Species Mode of Vibration Frequencies Fre quencies 
A, Ring Deforu~B. tion 5 21 cm.-1 509 em;"' 
A, CH1 Bending 851 868 
A, Ring Deformation 1269 1270 
A, CHJ. Deformation 1500 1490 
A, CH Valenc y zooo 3000 
B, CHJ. Bending 787 80 7 
B Ring Deformation 1119 1122 
t 
B, CH 1 Deformation 1485 1461 
B, CH Val enc y 2985 3000 
Az. CH 1 Twisting 698 704 
A"l CH 2.. Rock ing 1243 Not Observe d 
A2.. CH Valency 3069 3062 
B,_ CH 1 Twisting 685 685 
B:z. CH 1 Roc k ing 1172 1164 
B,_ CH Valency 3061 30 62 
The fo,rce c onst ants who s e va lue s we re comput e d in the pro-
ce ss of eva luati n g th e fre quencies are: 
Symbol .s-Value (X 10 dyne-em.) 
4.430 
5.600 
Description 
OC Stretching 
CC Stretching 
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Symbol Va l ue (X 10 dyne -em.) Desc r i p t i on 
K J 4 . 910 CH Stre t c hing 
H I .411 0-C-H Bending 
H l. • 26 7 C-C-H Bending 
HJ • 291 H-C -H Bendi n g 
H., - 1. 844 C-0-C Ben ding 
HS' . 804 o-c-c Ben ding 
G, -1.000 OC-CH Cr oss Pr o duct 
G o.ooo 
1 
CC-CH Cros s Product 
GJ - . 4629 OC-HCH Cros s Prod uct 
G't - • 2315 CC-HCH Cro ss Pr oduct 
The modes of v ibra t i on a re c a l cul a t ed by fi nding t he r el a -
t ive ampl itudes of t he dis pl ac e d at oms . The appr oxima t e 
descri pti on o f th ese mo de s is given on Pa ge 106 along with t he 
c ompu t•e d fr equ en cies . 
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